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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY. LOGAN

Bees are objects of both fear and fascination for many people, especially when they are
swarming.
Swarming is the natural tendency of bees. It is nature's way of providing for the survival of the species and usually occurs when conditions are favorable for the survival of
both the parent colony and the new swarm. The old queen takes fl ight and a number of
workers follow her.
Swarming bees will cluster on almost any imaginable object. Trees, bushes, fenceposts,
cars, mail boxes, and house walls are only a few of the places from which swarms have
been taken.

A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a load of hay.
A swarm of bees in June
Is worth a silver spoon.
A swarm of bees in July
Isn't worth a fly.
-Anon. -

The values set on swarms in this verse is ba sed on the length of time it takes a swarm to
become strong enough to store a surplus of honey or at least a winter's supply.
If you wish to capture a swarm on a bush or tree within easy distance of the ground,
your problems are relatively few . The best way to capture it is to cut the branch gently
on which the bees are clustered and carry it carefully to the hive. Lay it down on the
ground right up against the entrance, and with a stick brush a few of the bees into the
entrance. As soon as a few bees find the hive, they will enter and signal the rest to follow .
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UP-GRADING IRRIGATED PASTURES •••

w~ere

•
waler td
KEITH

The acreage of land used for improved pastures in Utah and the
Intermountain West has been increasing the past few years. Nevertheless, there is still a need for additional high-producing pastures.
Part of this need can be filled by
using land that is suitable for pasture production but is limited as to
the availability of water during part
or all of the growing season.
Most of the forage species being
recommended for irrigated pastures
do best under conditions where there
is a plentiful supply of water. Some
of these species do poorly when
water becomes limiting. New combinations of compatible forage
species that have a high production
potential coupled with drought resistance need to be developed. Alfalfa-intermediate wheatgrass is a
mixture with the potential to do a
good job in areas with limited supplies of water.
This is the fourth in a series of
articles reporting results of a 5year pasture study (figure 1). The
previous articles dealt with: (1)
"The Role of Alfalfa," (2) "Grass
Can Be Productive," and (3 )
"Does Ladino Clover Have a Place?
They appeared in the June, September, and December issues, respectively, of Utah Science, Volume 26,
1965. This article discusses the
value of a pasture mixture that is
suitable for use on good land
where irrigation water is limited
during part of the growing season.
The study was conducted at the
Greenville Experimental Fann in

R.

ALLRED

North Logan, Utah, from 1960 to
1965. The soil was a Millville silt
loam. Design of the experiment and
management treatments imposed on
the pasture mixtures were described
in detail in the first article and are,
therefore, only briefly outlined here.
The plots were all sprinkler irrigated. Forage was clipped to a 2inch height at each harvest. Nitrogen was applied in the form of ammonium nitrate. The soil was high
in potash. To assure that sufficient
phosphorus was available to the
plants, 100 pounds of phosphate
(P 20 5) per acre were broadcast
over the entire experimental area in
the springs of 1961 and 1963.
INTERMEDIATE WHEATGRASS

Intermediate wheatgrass is a perennial sod-forming grass that was
introduced into the United States
MANAGEMENT

by the Department of Agriculture
from the Soviet Union. It has been
tested under a variety of soil and
climatic conditions and shows great
promise for use as a pasture and
forage grass.
This grass develops a vigorous
root system, grows erect and produces a heavy growth of basal
leaves. The plants begin growth in
early spring and, if left ungrazed,
often attain a height of 3 to 4 feet
by midsummer. The plant spreads
by means of underground stems
(rhizomes) .
Intermediate wheatgrass has good
seedling vigor and therefore can be
established using reasonable seeding rates. It is slower to form a full
sod than is smooth bromegrass. Intermediate is more drought resistant
than smooth bromegrass but is less
hardy and less drought resistant
TREATMENTS

Irrigation
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4

..
3
2
1

inches of water every
inches of wate, every
inches of wate, every
inch of wate, every 5

20 clay.
15 clay.
10 clap
day.

Fertilization
F-l
F-2
F-3
F-4

Zero pound. of nit,..en pe' acre
50 pound. of nlt,...n pe' acre
100 pound. of nltrag.n pe' acre (50.1". Incre.....'
200 pound. of nit,...n pe' acre (50.1". Incre........'

Clipping frequency

C-l
C-2

.. tim.. a Mason (35-day Int.rval)
5 ti..... a MalOn (2l-day Int.rval)

'adure mixture
KEITH R. AllRED i. an associate professor in
the Department of Plant Science.
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L. .u...... ra.. mixture conslltlng of alfalfa and
int.rmediate wheatgra ..
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than cre t d wheatgrass. It has been
shown to be productive in the Intermountain region as a range grass
on site averaging more than 14
inches of precipitation per year.
When sown in mixtures on inigated land, intermediate wheatgrass
is very compatible with alfalfa.
Plant growth is vigorous and the
leafy foliage is relished by most
clas es of livestock.
We used tbe Greenar variety of
intermediate wheat grass in this
study. It was developed from plants
introduced from Russia in 1932. It
is dark green in color, has broad
leaves, is late maturing, and provides high forage production.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
The pasture mixture to be discussed in this article consisted of
Ranger alfalfa (Medicago sativa
L.) and Greenar intermediate

wh atgrass (Agropyron in termedin pounds per
acre were: alfalfa, 3; and intermediate wheatgrass, 15. At the end of
the establishment year ( 1960) ,
plot seeded to this mixture contained approximately 65 percent alfalfa and 35 percent intermediate
wheatgrass.
Of the six pasture mixtures included in thi study, the alfalfa-intermediate wheatgrass mixture was
the most productive the first harve t year. It was also on a par with
the other two alfalfa mixtures during the econd, third, and fourth
harvest years (figure 2). Its highe t forage yield was 6.77 tons of dry
matt r per acre, obtained in 1961 .
Thi would be equival nt to 8 ton
of hay per acre. It was obtained
from two eparate treatment combination: harve ting four times
(C-l ) , irrigating at I5-day intervals
([-2) , no nitrogen fertilization
ium). Seeding rate

( F -1 ); and four harv sts per seaon (C-I) , irrigating at 5-day interval (1-4), and fertilization with
100 pound of nitrogen per acre
(F-3). It was notable, however,
that on plot that were harvested
four time during the season the
low t yield obtained was still a
good 5.4 ton per acre and most of
the treatment combinations re ulted
in yield of more than 6 tons of
dry forage per acre.
The yield dropped off during the
second, third, and fourth harvest
years. This was a common trend
in all mixtures containing alfalfa.
Nevertheless, yields obtained from
this as well as other alfalfa mixtures
were still higher than yields from
the other mixtures. The lowest
yield from the alfalfa-intermediate
wheatgrass during any of the four
years was in 1964 under the treatment combination of: five harvests
per season ( C-2), irrigation at 10day intervals (I -3), and no fertilization (F-1 ) . Production from this
combination was 2.54 tons of dry
matter per acre.
IRRIGATION FREQUENCY

Figure 1. The experimental pastures were located on 'he Greenville Farm, North
The author is comparing the third growth during the second harvest year of the
mediate wheatgrass mixture (M-S) wi,h that of a more complex mixture (M-l)
alfalfa, red clover, ladino clover, orchardgross, bromegra : s, 'all oatgron and reed
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logan, Utah.
alfalfa-interconsisting of
canarygroll.

UTAH

Depth of the root system is an
important factor related to the
water requirement of plants. Semideep and deep-rooted plants may
require about the same amount of
water during the growing season as
hallow-rooted plants to maintain
top forage production. However,
they are capable of going longer
period between irrigations because
of their ability to obtain available
moi ture from a greater depth and
volume of soil.
Alfalfa is deep rooted and intermediate wheatgrass has a moderately deep root system. There was
very little influence on the amount
of forage produced by the alfalfaintermediate wheatgrass mixture by
th frequency of irrigation (table
I). During the first harvest year,
more forage was produced by the
mixture when irrigated at 5-day
than 20-day intervals. This trend
wa reversed the third harvest seaon and there were no differences
during the econd and fourth harve t seasons. Therefore, on the
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ba i of the 4-year averages, the
alfalfa-inte·rmediate wheatgrass mixtur produced approximately the
sam amount of forage regardless
of frequency of irrigation. This was
very much in contrast to the ladino
clover-grass and the all-grass mixture. Frequency of irrigation was
one of the main factors contributing
to high yields of the e mixtures.
Frequency of irrigation did not
have an influence on the ratio of legume to grass that was maintained
in the pasture plots during 4 years
( figure 3) . Although the alfalfa
percentage in the mixture changed
from 65 percent in 1961 to 40
perc nt in 1964, the change was
very imilar each year for the four
frequencies of irrigation. This helps
point up that alfalfa and intermediate wheatgrass respond similarily to
applications of water and are compatible so far as their water requirements are concerned. One species
does not become dominant over the
other when long intervals between
irrigation turns become necessary.
Also, they both can withstand fairly
long intervals between irrigations
without a corresponding reduction
in yield.

Table

1.

Dry maHer produdion for the alfalfa-intermediate wheatgrall mixture al influenced
by irrigation regime
1961

Irrigation
frequency
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4

20) day
IS-day
100day
5-day

Tab!e

2.

........................................ .
........................................ .
................... ..................... .
......................... ......... ...... .

5.22
5.85
5.48
6.10

JUNE

1966

1964
Average

4.07
4.36
4.17
4.14

4.02
4.00
3.74
3.65

3.38
3.57
3.47
3.43

4.17
4.45
4.22
4.33

Dry maHer procludion for the alfalfa-intermediate wheatgrall mixture al influenced
by frequency of clipping
1961

35-day interval ........................ .
28-day interval ........................ .

6.13
5.20

EFFECT OF CLIPPING

Both forage pecie in this mixtur alfalfa and int rmediate wheatgra , ar ubj ct to evere damag
by frequ nt clipping or grazing.
They depend on the maintenance of
good food reserve in the roots and
crown for top forage production.
Frequ nt harve ting depletes these
food re erves and reduce plant
vigor.
The eriou ne

1962

1963

1964

Toni per acre

of frequent clip-

Figure 2. Alfalfa and intermediate wheatgran make a fairly ealY pasture mixture to establish.
This legume and gras; combination provides one of the moil produdive mixtures for good land
where irrigation water is limited during part of the growing season. It also doe. well where
there is adeC!uate water. The abDve photo shows the alfalfa-intermediate mixture in comparison
with mixture 1.

FOR

1963

Toni per acre

Clipping
frequency
C-l
C-2

1962

4.91
3.47

4.41
3.30

Average
3.79
3.14

4.81
3.78

ping on the reduction of dry matt r
can be een from the data pr sented
in tabl 2. Plot harvested five
time per a on ave rag 1 ton Ie
dry matter than tho harve ted four
tim . Mo t of the yi ld reduction
t ok place a a re ult of harvesting
at 2 -day interval th fir t year.
Between the fir t and second season
th forag yield decreased 1.7 ton
r 33 p rcent. It continued to d cr a th following years but at a
much reduced rate.
Plot harvested four times produced more than 6 tons of dry matter the fir t year. This was an excellent yield but was not maintained,
a forag production decreased each
ea on throughout the exp rimental
p riod . Thi would uggest that
harve ting at 35-day intervals (4
harve t per eason) was too frequ nt and that a long r interval between cutting would have resulted
in high r and more uniform forage
production. Although this experiment does not provide the information data from alfalfa hay experiments and from other pasture studies
involving the alfalfa - intermediate
wheatgrass mixture show that nearmaximum forage yields are obtained
in most part of Utah when plots
are harvested three times per season.
One problem that developed with
the alfalfa - intermediate wheatgrass
mixture wa the invasion of weeds.
Dandelion appeared in some plots
of the mixture during the second
harvest season and the amount of
49

weeds in the plots increased each
year thereafter (figures 3 and 4).
This was the only mixture of the
six that had any significant weed

Table

3.

1961

1963

1962

1964

Tons per acre

Zero-N ........................................ .
50-N ........................................... .
l00-N ......................................... .
200-N ..........................................

5.73
5.53
5.63
5.77

3.81
4.06
4.23
4.65

Average

3.10
3.32
3.55
3.89

3.58
3.71
3.92
4.21

4.06
4.16
4.33
4.63

C-1. M-5

•

WEEDS
GRASS
D
~ LEGUME

6.0
w

~

u

<

5. 0

W

0...

~ 14.0
f-

a.o

1.0

20 15 10

5

20 15 10

5

20 15 10 5

20 15 10 5

IRRIGATION rREQUENCY (days)
1961

1962

1963

~

1964

•o

6.0

~
~

C-2. M-5

WEEDS
GRASS

~ LEGUME

5.0

Col
0...
(J)

~

EFFECT OF NITROGEN

Alfalfa is one of the most efficient
nitrogen-fixing forage legumes available for irrigated pastures. Actually,
it is a symbiotic relationship between
alfalfa and the bacteria that inhabit
the roots of alfalfa that makes it
possible to fix nitrogen from the soil
air in a form that can be utilized by
the forage plants .
Data presented in table 3 indicate the dry matter production for
the alfalfa - intermediate wheatgrass
mixture as influenced by nitrogen
fertilization. During the first harvest
season there was no difference in
forage yields regardless of the fertilization treatments. Small responses
were obtained by adding 50, 100,
and 200 pounds of nitrogen per acre
during the second, third and fourth
harvest years. However, they were
not large enough to begin to pay for
the cost and application of the fertilizer. Averaging over the 4 years,
applications of 50, 100, and 200
pounds of nitrogen per acre only increased forage production 0.1, 0.27,
and 0.57 tons per acre, respectively .
This helps point out why it is uneconomical to apply nitrogen fertilizer
to pastures where healthy legumes
make up 40 percent or more of the
sward.

~

~

dry matter in 1964 at the frequent
irrigation interval and at low rates
of nitrogen fertilization.

Dry maHer pradudian for the alfalfa-intermediate wheatgran mixture as influenced
by nitrogen fertilization

Nitrogen
fertilization
F-l
F-2
F-3
F-4

invasion during the 5-year experiment. On plots harvested five times
per sea on, weeds accounted for
about 20 percent of the harvested

4.0

f-

z
.....

1.0

20 15 10

5

20 15 10

5

20 15 10

5

20 15 10

5

IRRIGATION FREQUENCY (days)
1961

1962

1963

19614

Figure 3. Dry maHer produdion at four frequencies of irrigation is shown for the various com.
ponents of the alfalfa·intermediate wheatgrall mixture (M.5) for 4 years. Upper graph
contains data showing mixture response when harvested four times a season «(.1), while the
lower graph shows the response when harvested five times a season «(.2).
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The application of the various nitrogen treatments did not change
the amount of forage produced by
alfalfa. On plots harvested four
times per season, nitrogen fertilization had very little influence on the
amount of forage produced by the
intermediate wheatgrass. Nitrogen
fertilization at the rate of 200
pounds per acre did increase the
production of intermediate wheatgrass during the third and fourth
harvest years on plots harvested five
times per season but had little influence at the lower rates.
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New Canal Sealer
Clings to Concrete
A crack sealer and an efficient
method for applying it to weathercracked concrete irrigation canals
have been developed by U.S. Department of Agriculture water conervation scientists.

Figure 4. The alfalfa-intermediate wheatgrau mixture i••everely injured by frequent harve.ting. Weed. became a .eriou. problem during the third and fourth harve.t lea.on. in plot. of
this mixture that were harvested at f,equent interval.. 80th of the.e .pecie. require longer
interval. between harve.ts than do mo.t of the other plants that are recommended for irrigated
pasture •.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Along with the demand for an increasing amount of irrigated pasture has come the
n..d for improved pasture. that can be .ucce..fully grown on land where irrigation water
is limited during part or all of the growing secRon. To meet this n..d, research hal been
done on a .. rie. of pa.ture mixtures. The alfalfa-intennediate wheatgro.. mixture i. one
that hal proven to be adapted to .ituations of this type. To obtain maximum produdion
from this mixture under conditions of limited water, the following recommendations should
be followed.

FOR

•

Prepare a good .eedbed and plant shallow, not to exc..d a depth of 'h inch.

•

Plant 'h to 2 pound. of alfalfa ..ed with 12·15 pounds of intermediate wheatgro ...
On soil. where alfalfa is well adapted, a 'h. or l-pound ..eding rate of alfalfa
may provide a beHer legume-grail balance than higher rates.

•

Irrigate to fill the .oil profile to itl capacity in the fall or .pring when water is
available.

•

Irrigate at 10- to 15-day interval. during periods when water is available, apply.
Ing approximately 2'h to 3 inches of water per irrigation. When water becomes
limited, irrigate fequently enough to keep the plant. alive and heahhy.

•

The e.tablishment year i. a critical period for the new pasture. Clip during mid.ummer to remove weed growth. Delay grozing until late fall. Earfy grazing may
re.ub in the up-rooting of plant. that are not fully established.

•

On the established pasture, delay grazing until alfalfa reaches the late-bud to
early.bloom stage of maturity. This will minimize bloat and maximize forage produdion as compared to earlier grazings.

•

U.. a rotation grazing syltem that will provide a 4O-day minimum recovery period.

•

Graze a restrided area intensively for a short time, then chaftge to a new area.

•

Maintain the lOil at a high level of fertility and give .pecial aHention to supplying
adequate phosphorus to m..t the needs of the growing plants.

•

In molt of Utah and the Intermountain area the alfalfa-intermediate wheatgra ..
mixture will reach the recommended grazing stage two and possibly three times
during a growing sea IOn. Under some condition. more frequent grazing may be
necellOry; however, it should be kept in mind that the more frequently this mix·
ture is grazed, the .... productive it will be and the .ooner it will be nece.sary
to plaw and re ...d the pasture.
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Hundreds of billions of gallons of
valuable - and scarce - irrigation
water are lost through cracks in
concrete-lined canals that supply
western farmers with water.
The newly-developed sealer, a
mixture of asphalt, butyl latex and
a besto fiber, can be sprayed on
the cracks with high-pressure pumps
and nozzles.
Previous asphalt-base sealers
could be ea ily peeled from concrete
b cause the bonds were mechanical.
Concrete has a negative-charged
urface, so the researchers added
po itive-charged agents to their formulation, forcing the sealer and
concrete to form an electrochemical
bond.
The high-pressure (400 to 500
pounds per square inch) water jet
cleaning, without tack coat, was the
mo t sati factory method of preparing the crack forealing. It bla ted
the soil out of the cracks and removed all silt and algae around their
edges. Fine silt-covered cracks that
might otherwise have been missed
were quickly and easily traced with
the water jet.
Sealer sprayed directly on the
clean, wet concrete at 1,500 pounds
per- quare-inch pressure produced
a uperior bond. After 1 year, there
were no bonding failures and the
ealer could not be craped from
the concrete with a knife.
For efficiency, the scientists said
three men are required for the new
method of treating cracks. One man
jet the cracks, another sprays on
the ealer, and the third drives a
truck laden with ~umps and water
upply along the canal. Eight hundred feet of crack, requiring about
I 0 gallon of sealer, can be treated
in 1 hour.
51

INSECTICIDES IN ANIMALSTheir Storage and Interactions
Since their introduction in 1943,
the chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticide (such a DDT dieldrin, heptachlor, and lindane) have had a
remarkably ucc ful hi tory in
controlling many of man wor t insect enemies. From the beginning,
however, the tendency of these inecticide to concentrate and be
tored in the body fat of animals
and human has been of concern to
public health officers. Periodic surveys during the past 10 years have
clearly shown that the general human population carries traces of
DDT and other insecticides in the
body fat. A more and more such
evidence was obtained, the question
of the long-term, or ultimate, hazards to individuals due to such insecticide burdens in the body became increasingly urgent. A major
factor in that sense of urgency has
been the realization that soils, water,
and foods are also exten ively contaminated with traces of many of
the e insecticides.
Pr cisely what happe'ns to insecticid like DDT and dieldrin when
they are ingested by animals is not
yet compl tely known, but it is certain that uch compounds are subject to complex overlapping biochemical and physiological processe. Furthermore animals and man
commonly encounter traces of sevral in ecticid mingled together in
food and water. Under these condition the bodily processing of the
chemical become even more complex.
INSECTICIDE INTERACTIONS

A re earch group in the Animal
Sci nc Department of Utah State
Univer ity has been particularly interested in the possibility that the
JOSEPH C. STREET is an anociate profenor
in the Department of Animal Science.
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normal processing of one insecticide
compound within an animal body
might be altered by treating the animal simultaneously with other insecticides. An elaborate experiment was
conducted to test combinations of
DDT, methoxychlor, and dieldrin

for possible combined effects in the
rat. W expected to be able to
identify any such interactions by altered torage pattern of the insecticide in the body fat. The in ec.ticid wer add d to a commercial
rat diet u ing three dosage levels of
each so that, in all, 27 possible combination of compound and dosages
were prepared. Group of rats were

Treat e t ur
a
b

c

10

61

-

15

6

d

.8

e

20.6

f

6.4

g

11.7

h

.4

6

3

9

eeks
pm °e drin fed
50 ppm 0
e
Figure 1. Effects of time and duration of DDT administration on the storage of dieldrin in rat
adipose tissue. All DDT treatments caused highly si9nificant reductions in dieldrin storage. The
DDT effect persisted for at least 3 weeks after ceasing DDT treatment, but was definitely
weakened (compare a, b, and c). DDT treatment for the final 3 weeks of a ~week dieldrin
exposure was as effective as dieldrin given continuously (b and d). Pretreatment with DDT for
3 weeks was effective throughout the following 6 weeks of dieldrin exposure (e and f). Administering DDT after the dieldrin treatment was highly effective in reducing residual dieldrin in
fat (compare g and h). The .. results give indications of the potential value of the interaction
effect in preventive or therapeutic treatment of individuals undergoing insecticide exposure.
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fed the treated diets for 10 weeks.
They were then killed and their abdominal fat tissue analyzed for its
content of insecticide.
DDT VS. DIELDRIN

The results showed that DDT had
a triking effect on the storage of
dieldrin. DDT, added to the diet at
50 ppm, cut dieldrin storage to about
10 percent of that in rats not given
DDT. Dieldrin, in turn, caused an
increased storage of DDT, although
the effect was less pronounced and
only ob erved with the highest dosage levels of dieldrin and DDT tested. Methoxychlor neither influenced
the storage of the other compounds
nor was influenced by either of
them.

W conclude that the fate of one
ingested chlorinated hydrocarbon
in ecticide may be greatly altered by
another. This discovery will undoubtedly have considerable influence in reorienting man's view
of the ultimate hazard of chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides in
hi environment. Perhaps the ubiquitou traces of DDT, generally
thought undesirable in the environment, may actually be of some benefit if in its presence, storage of an
in ecticide like dieldrin is minimized. Such speculative thinking must
wait for confirmation, however, until we gain a full understanding of
the interaction effect.

In follow-up studies, DDT admini tration also proved effective in
reducing the storage of dieldrin in
the body fat of wine, sheep, and
probably of trout. When DDT was
tested in combination with heptachlor the resulting heptachlor epoxide storage was markedly reduced,
thus indicating that DDT s interaction effect may operate with many
other chlorinated hydrocarbon inecticide. We also found that pretreating rats with DDT would reduce the storage of subsequently administered dieldrin. Similarly, rats
treated with DDT following heavy
expo ure to dieldrin would clear
dieldrin from the body fat more
quickly than otherwise (figure 1).
This interaction effect of DDT
may offer a means of countering
some insecticide problems of variou segments of agriculture. The
dairy industry, for example, has had
costly difficulties with excessive inecticide residues in milk and other
dairy products. Traces of dieldrin
and heptachlor epoxide in alfalfa
hay have necessitated the dumping
of much milk, the sacrifice of many
dairy cows, and near panic on the
affected farms since health officials
do not permit marketing of dairy
foods containing detectable traces of
those compounds. This particular
problem has been important in Utah
during the past few years.
In theory, DDT could be used to
lessen the storage of dieldrin or heptachlor in dairy cows. In reality,
however, the resulting DDT level
would make milk unmarketable.

DRUG INSECTICIDE INTERACTIONS

Figure 2. The author il checking a gal chromatograph recording which Ihowl the prelence of
a Imall quantity of the inlecticide, dieldrin.
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Other chemicals, however, might
have the same ability as DDT to
alter insecticide storage, but with
the advantage of being less toxic
and objectionable. Pharmacologists
have recently established that DDT
peeds the destruction of various
drugs in rats. Rats treated with
DDT metabolize drugs and eliminate the breakdown products at a
faster rate than non-treated rats. It
seemed likely that the effect of DDT
53

on insecticide storage could be operating through the same mechanism.
Moreover, since a diverse group of
drugs also stimulates drug metabolism, we felt it likely that such drugs
might similarly stimulate dieldrin
metabolism and reduce its storage in
animals. We have completed tests
in rats using six sedatives of the barbiturate family, two fever-suppressing drugs, and an oral antidiabetic.
Each drug did cause a significant
reduction in dieldrin storage. Their
effectiveness varied somewhat, with
some of the barbiturates (common
phenobarbital, for example) producing the greatest degree of response. None of the drugs was as
potent as DDT, however, in reducing the amount of dieldrin stored.

CONCEPT VALID

We have thus confirmed the validity of a new concept about the
fate in animals of a major class of
pesticides, the chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides. Much more study
is needed before we can delineate
the total significance of these findings. An intriguing possibility is that
effective drugs may be developed
which could be safely used to reduce
insecticide storage in animals and
man. Such agents might also be used
in treatment of individuals who become overexposed to insecticides
and other poisonous chemicals. However the implications of our completed and contemplated research
transcend merely the better under-

Figure 3. The author i. operating a chromatograph fractionating device for the purpOM of
isolating new metabolite. of the insecticide, DDT, obtained from the fece. of rat •.
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standing of the fate in animals of a
class of insecticidal compounds. Its
more significant value lies in the
probability that the principles discovered may be applicable to the toxicology of many other chemical pollutants already present in, or being
introduced into, our environment.
The research reported here was
supported, in part, by USDA regional research funds and by
USPHS grants EE-00543 and GM1179.

USDA DEVELOPING
LEAF HARVESTER
TO STRIP ALFALFA
Conventional alfalfa harvesting
methods often waste leaves - the
most valuable portion of the plant.
Now, United States Department of
Agriculture scientists are developing
a machine that strips and collects
alfalfa leaves from a standing crop,
leaving the stems undamaged to
grow new foliage.
Although leaf regrowth studies
are still preliminary, findings indicate it may be possible to strip the
leaves twice, then harvest the stems
as roughage. If so, the new harvest
method may greatly increase the
value of the crop. The leaves would
make a high-protein, low-fiber feed
ideally suited to processing into
meal or pellets, and the stems would
make a useful roughage.
The tractor-drawn unit, a modified version of a commercial hay
crusher, is equipped with a windrow
pick-up attachment from a combine,
which serves as a feeding device to
position the plants properly for
stripping.
The stripping mechanism consists
of 2 modified crusher rolls---a 12inch upper roll of smooth steel and
an 8-inch lower roll of rubber. Spacing between the rolls and speed of
rotation of the rolls can be set to
control the amount of stems and
thus control the quality of the
stripped leaf product. The experimental harvester collects up to 90
percent of the leaves.
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In the last issue of Utah Science
there was an article on training nonbearing trees to provide a strong
bearing tree. This article is a continuation of the series and discusses
the pruning of bearing trees.
Annual pruning provides for the
maximum quantity of top grade fruit
and maintains tree height at a proper level for economical management.
Good pruning practices will increase
the size and color of the fruit and
keep the fruiting wood young and
vigorous. It also assists in controlling insects and diseases because it
opens up the tree and allows better
spray penetration.
T

yeA

The extent or degree of pruning
each year depends upon many factors: age, species, variety, existing
framework , condition of the bark
and wood, and soil fertility.
Years ago, growers would plant
their apple trees 40 feet by 40 feet
apart, but now it is common for
them to plant the trees 20 feet by
20 feet. In fact , many growers are
planting semi-dwarf apple trees and
placing them even closer. Earlier,
the idea was to develop very large
trees. This theory has changed complete.ly, and growers are now concerned with planting trees much
closer and pruning them so that most
of the fruit can be picked from the
ground and only 8-foot ladders need
be used. Smaller trees reduce the
amount of hand labor for thinning
and picking. They also provide betFOR
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ter pray penetration in the tops and
more sunlight reaches the lower
branche .
Pruning reduces the number of
growing points and produces a tree
with less total growth. This is referred to as a dwarfing process.
Pruning also invigorates the remaining limbs. There is less competition
among the remaining limbs. They
are able to grow better, thus producing better quality and often more
fruit than if the tree were not
pruned.

In general terms, pruning is a
matter of thinning out the dead, diseased, broken, closely parallel, and
crossing-over limbs. Cuts should be
made where other lateral branches
are growing and not in the middle of
the limb. Always cut back to the
next lateral limb or the buds just
behind a " stubbing cut" will develop
long shoots which do not form fruiting wood. Root suckers should be
cu t off each year.
The extent of pruning varies for
the different types of trees. As an
example, sweet cherry, pear and
many apple trees produce mostly on
spurs, which often grow just a fraction of an inch each year. Peaches,
apricots, and sour cherries, on the
other hand, produce their fruit on
shoots which may grow 1 or 2 feet
each year. All of the fruit trees produce their fruit only on the wood
produced the preceding year, but the
species fruiting on spurs do not require nearly as much pruning as

those fruiting on shoots. The orchardist is well aware that a 4- or
5-inch growth on a spur tree may be
7 to 10 years old and that the spur
will produce fruit. These small
pieces of growth are very important
and must not be broken off at the
time of picking. This is one of the
reasons growers provide ladders and
do not want the pickers to climb the
trees.

Sweet cherry trees do not require
much pruning, although it is well to
spend 1 or 2 minutes to check each
tree once a year. You can observe
bark disorders, splitting crotches,
diseased wood or other problems
much easier in the early spring before the leaves start to grow. The
main problem with sweet cherry
trees is developing a large capacity
tree near the ground. These trees
tend to grow tall before producing
much fruiting wood. A discussion
as to how to keep the bearing wood
close to the ground was given in the
last article. Cherry trees become
very tall if not pruned regularly and
maintained at 18 to 20 feet. If
the trees have been allowed to grow
tall and it is difficult for pickers to
reach the fruit, sometimes growers

•
DAVID R. WALKER is a professor in the Department of Piant Science. J. LAMAR ANDERSON is an asustant profellor in the Department of Plant Science. ANSON I. CALL, JR.
is an associate profe110 r in the Extension
Service ••
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make large cuts at the time of harvest and the fruit is picked from the
limbs after they have fallen.

Pears also require very little pruning once they start bearing. Mostly,
it is a matter of thinning out a few
limbs or removing a few broken
ones unless the bacterial disease, fire
blight, is in the orchard. This disease is the limiting factor in pear
production and will kill the tree if it
is able to spread from the limbs to
the trunk. Infected bark turns black
and growers should prune out all
infected wood by cutting 4 to 6
inches lower than the discolored
wood. The infected wood must be
removed regardless of how the tree
looks after removal, otherwise the
blight will spread. The disease usually first appears soon after bloom
time and continues to spread until
the infected wood is removed. We
recommend that orchardists walk
through their pear orchard every 2
weeks and break off all young shoots
that are infected. The shoots are
broken off by hand, where possible,
to keep from spreading it by using
shears. Some disinfect their shears
after each cut in a mercuric chloride
solution so they can use the tools.
It is essential for s ccessful pear
production that infected wood be
removed as soon as it is noticed.
Excessive pruning or heavy fertilization of pears is not recommended
since it stimulates the young succulent growth which is more susceptible to fire blight.

done by leaving 3 or 4 inches of the
water sprout the first year and continuing each year to leave another
2 or 3 inches on the shoots until they
develop spurs. This may take 3 or
4 years, but once a spur has formed
it will continue to fruit. Of course,
if the water sprouts are closer together than 3 or 4 inches then some
thinning out is neeeded.
A common practice in the past
was to remove many of the branches
in the center of the tree and depend
on the fruit forming on the outer
periphery, which usually meant a
large tree. Now, if the top center
area is opened up there is adequate
sunlight for quality fruit in the lower
center portion of the tree. This lower hanging fruit doesn't require as
much ladder work.
If an apple tree becomes much
more than 18 to 20 feet high, it
should be lowered for increased efficiency. Likewise, if limbs become
long and narrow, or bend downwards, they should be removed or
at least shortened to invigorate
them. If the limbs become too thick
and form a matted area, small sized
and poor quality fruit will develop.
Thinning out is needed to allow

adequate sunlight and spray penetration. Limbs should not be a1Jowed to touch each other nor to
grow closely parallel.
As the trees become older, more
thin wood develops. This necessitates more pruning to keep the tree
physiologically young.
There is probably more controversy about the proper method of
pruning peach trees than the other
fruit trees. Some growers choose to
remove more wood than others. A
number of experiments have been
performed on peach pruning. The
studies generally show that the less
pruning you do the more fruit you
will harvest, although it does not
have the size and quality of fruit
produced from trees more heavily
pruned. On the other hand, a tree
pruned excessively will bear much
less fruit, which usually is delayed in
its ripening even though it is much
larger. The main problem in peach
culture is to adjust fertilizer and
pruning practices to return the most
dollars per acre. If your market is
stores which sell just a few pounds
of premium peaches at a time, you

pp

A new method for pruning most
apple varieties, called the "mold and
hold" system, has received a lot of
attention. As the name implies, after proper training, it is a matter of
keeping the tree at the desired
height and thinned out well for
maximum production. This system
utilizes the principle of developing
fruiting wood close to the ground
by converting water sprouts and
small shoots, which previously were
eliminated, into spurs. This results
in the development of apples near
the trunk on scaffold limbs. This is
56

Figure 1. Thil peach tree hal far too many limbl for efficient produdian.
full leaf, sunlight or Iproy cannot penetrate to itl center.
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should prune differently than if the
market is housewives who buy a
few bushels for home canning.
An 8-year extensive peach pruning study was conducted by Utah
State University personnel. During
this period, they studied the effects
of pruning treatments ranging from
removing only dead, diseased and
broken branches to a severe type of
pruning in which they removed 50
to 75 percent of all wood and headed the remaining wood back 4 or 6
inches.
The pruning method which produced the most marketable fruit
(fruit 2 ~ inches in diameter or
more) , was thinning out. This
method involves the removal of weak
wood, and about one-third to onehalf of the new wood, with the scaffold branches headed to outside laterals at about 9 feet in the air.
The most desirable fruiting wood
for peaches is new wood 12 to 18
inches long. Wood longer than this
usually has very few fruit buds,
while wood shorter than this is usually weak and also has few fruit
buds. Small, dead twigs indicate insufficient pruning in past years.
Peach trees have the habit of growing the fruiting wood further and
further away from the trunk.
Once the tree has the desired
height and spread it is necessary to

Figure 2. The same tree after corred pruning.
Another advantage is the added ease of picking.
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practice renewal pruning. New limbs
are allowed to develop from the
scaffold branches which in a couple
of years will replace the older limbs.
In this manner young fruiting wood
can be maintained.
The main points about peach
pruning are to keep the tree well
thinned out, develop good fruiting
wood as described above, and keep
the tree 8 to 9 feet tall. Some prefer
smaller trees but it reduces the production.
Pruning peach trees in this manner provides vigorous shoots for
production and is the cheapest and
best answer to peach thinning.

Older trees, particularly appletrees, which have not been pruned
for a number of years and have been
abandoned, may often be revitalized
and brought back into productivity.
This can be done by a rather severe
pruning and extra fertilizer. The
pruning usually involves very heavy
thinning out so that plenty of light
can penetrate.

When trees become taller than
desired they can be lowered effectively by cutting the top back to a
lateral limb at the height desired.
Cutting back to a lateral limb pre-

Notic. how the t ...e has b.... op.... d up.

vents the growth of water sprouts
which shoot directly into the air.
This results in as tall or even taller
trees. Whenever a limb is not cut
near a lateral a stub is left and the
shoots develop directly under the
cut.

The optimum time to prune trees
in areas having cold winter temperatures is in the dormant season,
preferably during early spring just
before the flowers and leaves appear. Pruning becomes a dwarfing
process if it is done while the leaves
are on the tree instead of during the
dormant season. This does not present a problem for the homeowner
or small fruit grower, but it does for
a large acreage. To estimate when
to start pruning, determine how
much time is actually needed to
prune the orchard, then, as a safety
margin, allow several more days for
poor weather and breakdown of
power equipment.
In Utah, pruning is delayed until
spring because the trees are more
susceptible to below freezing temperatures after they are pruned.
Pruning stimulates trees in some
way which may be injurious. This
stimulation occurs less with older
trees than with younger ones and
some types of trees are more susceptible than others. In general, one
should start pruning his older apple
or sour cherry trees first, then pears,
sweet cherries, apricots and finally
peaches. There are numerous reports of pruned peach trees which
have suffered winter injury while
non-pruned trees grown under similar conditions were not injured.
If winter damage .is evident, it is
better to prune late in the spring
and remove much less wood. In
some cases with apples, or other
trees not requiring a large amount
of pruning, do not prune that year
at all. If as much wood as possible
is left the maximum number of
leaves will grow. The leaves produce carbohydrates and contribute
to the growth and repair of the tree.
A heavy pruning after the tree has
been injured, on the other hand,
may result in death of the tree.
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Figure 3.

Power pruners and saws are often
used in large orchards thus allowing
a person to cut much faster and not
be fatigued as much as with hand
loppers. Pruning platforms on a wagon with "kick boards" which are
moved into the trees are sometimes
used instead of ladders. Power lifts
have been adapted to hoist pruners
into trees. The lifts are not used by
many growers as yet, because they
are still in the experimental stage.
In addition, they are expensive with
only one man pruning per lift.
Brush should be removed shortly
after pruning. If brush is allowed
to remain in the orchard, insects and
disease organisms increase on the
dead wood and then spread to the
trees. Grass also grows up between
the branches making it more difficult to remove the brush later in the
summer. Orchard operations such
as fertilizing, thinning, irrigating and
harvesting also are more difficult
when the brush is not removed.
The brush can be removed in a
number of ways. Some growers
place forks on the front of a tractor
and push the limbs out or drag the
limbs away with a spring tooth harrow.

This is a peach limb before the e.cell woad was cut away.

Bees Fed Pathogens

Figure 4. The same limb has a cleaner appearance after pruning. Led dense foliage will
resuh which in turn will allow sunlight and spray. to reach all the leave. and fruit.

The sun acts as an efficient disinfectant for wounds. The orchardist
does not paint or cover over the cuts
he makes. Callousing occurs rapidly
and generally the cut does not become infected. In fact, painting over
cuts is sometimes more harmful than
leaving them open. Microorganisms
are sheltered from the sun by the
paint. If paint is used it should not
have a lead base or the paint itself
may be injurious to the tree. If a
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large cut is made and it appears desirable to cover the area, commercial preparations are available. A
dressing of eight parts resin and
three parts raw linseed oil may be
warmed and applied as paint. The
wound will heal faster if the dressing is applied a week after pruning.
Annual applications of the dressing
may be needed for a few years. An
inexpensive disinfectant is powdered
bordeaux mixture which may be
spread on the cut.
UTAH

Some insect diseases offer promise as effective biological control
agents. To learn the effects on beneficial insects of disease organisms
used against insect pests, scientists
of the Agricultural Research Service are conducting tests with honeybees fed various insect pathogens.
Bees were selected for testing because of their economic importance
and because as social insects they
are particularly susceptible to some
diseases.
It is also possible, the scientists
say, that an organism that does not
visibly affect individual bees may
harm the colony. They want to
learn, for example, whether certain
pathogens affect honey or wax production, or the queen's egg laying,
without killing the bees or harming
them in other ways.
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ON CULTIVATED LAND .••

Native browse and
broadleaf herb seed production
Based on the type of vegetation
cover, approximately 86 per.cent of
the land area in Utah i classed as
range land. Major areas in the surrounding states also consist largely
of range land. Stock-edible shrubs
and herbs are an important resource
throughout most of this vast area.
In many areas, however, the range
has been depleted of the more palatable shrubs and herbs. One of the
major problems facing stockmen,
the Bureau of Land Management
and range land owners is how to reclaim these depleted ranges. To
bring back these forage plants, seed
sources must be developed because
indigenous plants are too scattered,
sea onal in seed production, and
hand gathering the seed is expensive.
Range managers and stockmen

know that a diversified diet made up
of browse and herbs is better than
either alone. On winter ranges, when
grasses are low in protein and high
in energy browse plants help furni h the needed protein to supply a
more balanced diet. In areas of
heavy now browse with vegetative
portion above the snow blanket
may furni h the only feed.
ADDITIONAL GRAZING

Additional grazing on our private State and Federal winter and
pring range lands can be upported
by improving the palatable shrub
and herb plant cover, which will
provide thicker growth for more
animal and at the same time furni h a better eason distribution of
nutritious forage. This, in turn,
might extend the grazing period.

GORDON

A.

VAN
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Another aspect of this overall
need for restoring some of our native shrubs and herbs is the demand
for forage by game animals. This
need is particularly acute on many
of the foothill winter ranges.
During the past 10 years or more
the Intermountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station in cooperation
with the Utah State Fish and Game
Department has been studying ways
and means for restoring game
ranges. Because of the rising need
for seed from several species, we are
experimenting to explore the feas~
bility of producing them on dry and
irrigated farm land. At present
nearly all seeds are collected from
cattered indigenous stands at various locations. This makes the seed
costs expensive. Some years an
abundan t seed yield is produced
while few seeds are formed during
other years. This is due mainly to
climatic conditions, insects, and
other unknown factors. The lack of
seed along with the cost of gathering
are major factors in prohibiting its
use for restoring native ranges to
their potential productivity.
SPECIES STUDIED

Five species are being used in these
studies and they show marked
promise. There are three shrubs
and two broadleaf herbs. The shrubs
are antelope bitterbrush (Purshia
tridentata) , fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), and wintedat or
white sage (Eurotia lanata). The
broadleaf herbs are arrowleaf balsarnroot (Balsamorhiza sagittata)
and Utah sweetvetch (Hedysarum
figure 1. Antelope bitterbrush is one of the more important natiye range shrubs. It graws to
yarlous heights depending on habitat. Thil Ipecimen in the foothills east of Mt. Pleasant is a
semi-tree type, standing about 12 feet high.
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GORDON A. VAN EPPS is an allociate profellor in Agronomic Research at the Snow
field Station in Ephraim, Utah.
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hrub for game food as well as cattl and sheep brow e. It grows primarily in foothill ranges throughout
Utah and the other Western States.
On of th first field plantings of
ant Jope bitt rbrush i of particular
interest because of the response
from eed ources and treatments.
In these first year trials, seed from
three sources of bitterbrush was
ubjected to four treatments p rior t~
making a field planting on the Nephl

POSSIBLE

CROP

The possibility of growing one or
more of these species for seed production as a profitable new crop on
our dry and irrigated farms warrants
exploration. These were indigenous
on many of our lands which are now
dry farms and irrigated fields. Conequently, we know they have the
inherent attributes for adaptation.
We are now investigating how to
best grow and manage them. Firstyear results how real promise for
the future with all these species.
Successful spring plantings in single rows have been made with all
five pecies at the Nephi Field Station and with tran plant of the five
species under irrigation at Snow
Field Station.
Antelope bitterbru h is one of the
more important native deciduous
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The seed was cleaned to a purity
of 90 percent. Germination for all
lot exce ded 85 percent. The seeds
from Ephraim Canyon and Fountain Green were from the 1963 eed
crop and those from Mt. Plea ant
were harv sted in 1964.
SEED

TREATED

The eeds were given four treatm nt. Three treatments consisted
f the following: half of the eeds
from each of the three seed source
were treated with a 3 percent solution of thiourea for 4 to 5 minutes
and then dried. Half of the untreated eeds and half of those
treated were stratified by placing
th m between wet paper towels.
The e were then wrapped individually in plastic and placed in a refrigerator for 10 days, at a temperature of 32 0 to 34 OF. The remaining
half of the untreated eeds were left
to b planted dry. On March 23,
1965, the eeds were planted by
hand in single rows in the bottom of
hallow furrows , covered with soil,
and lightly compacted. A high rate

Figur. 2. This li"l. bitt.rbrush plant is only
a year old but it repre se nts an effort to dome.ticate a wild range shrub.

boreal var. Utahense). They are in
very limited use because adequate
eed ources are not available. Consequently, they have been entered
into trial plantings to determine their
merit as seed producers on cultivated lands.
Actually the value of these species as quality forage producers has
been known for a long time, but
their potential in the artificial rehabilitation of ranges is comparatively
recent. This is attributed to the
many difficulties which have been
encountered. There have been problems in the seed source, harvesting
cost, germination and establishment.

th other two. Plants may grow to
a height of 6 feet.

Figure
3. Bi" e rbru.h seed was planted
March 23, 1965, a t the Nephi Field Station.
The.e .eeds were left untreated before planting.

Dryland Field Station. The seed
wa fumi hed by the Great Basin
Experimental Area of the Intermountain Fore t and R ange Experiment Station. Seeds came from three
strikingly different forms growing in
Sanpete County. One source was
from a low foothill area east of Mt.
Pleasant, another from a slightly
higher range east of Fountain Green,
and the third from a still higher
range in Ephraim Canyon. Plants
from Ephraim Canyon are a low
spreading type reaching a height of
2 to 3 feet. New plants have been
formed vegetatively through natural
layering of the branches. The Mt.
Plea ant plants are of a semi-tree
typ growing 12 feet high. There
may be one to everal main stems.
Th bitterbrush in the Fountain
Green area i intermediate between
UTAH

Fig ure 4. Seed for this row of bi"erbrush
plants w e,. treated w ith 3 percent thiourea
the n kept in a moist, cold condition for 10
day. prior to planting at the Ne phi Field
Station Ma rch 23, 1965 . Note the g reater
number of p lants g rowing . Both photos
(flg ure. 3 and 4) were taken Ma rch 21 , 1966.
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of , eding was u ed with a count
kept by row of the seeds planted.
The land was in wheat stubble and
the oil contained excellent moisture.
Several good storms followed the
planting. Hand hoeing kept other
plant from competing within the
xperimental area.
Monthly precipitation during firstyear growing season was: March
(.75); April (1.43); May (1.84)'
June (.40); July (1.57); August
(.86); Septemb r (2.35); October
(0); November (1.49) for a total of
10.69 inches. Distribution of moisture during this period was more
uinform than normal. The 62-year
average during this same 9-month
period wa 9.61 inches. The mean
average monthly temperature during
the germjnation and main emerging periods was 36 of in March and
48 of in April. There were at least
20 days following the planting when
the minimum temperatures dropped
to freezing or lower.

A count wa made of the individual Iiv se dlings of bitterbrush on
June 2 and November 22, 1965, to
compar the effect of the four seed
tr atments on seed from each of the
thrc_ ource. The re ults were similar but tremendou differences in
germination were noted between the
treatments. The percent of plant
urvival from the planted seed i
hown in table 1.
The poorest results came from
the untreated seed. We expected
this as the weather had not been
cold long enough to break the natural dormancy of the seed. Next
ranking were the moist-cold and
thiourea treatments. Seedling percentages were not significant between the cold and thiourea treatments, though there was a slight
trend in favor of the chemical.
The combination treatment where
the seeds were first treated with
thiourea and then subjected to the
moist-cold condition more than
doubled the number of seedlings in
the other treatments. The early
planting along with the cold temperatures which followed no doubt
had a supplemental effect to the
cold and thiourea treatments in
helping to break dormancy.

PLANTING RESULTS
The seedlings started emerging
on April 20. Most of them were
through by April 27. A few new
seedlings emerged following each
storm during May and early June,
but most of these did not survive
the summer.

Table 1.

We were surprised to find substantially better survival rates for

Percent Antelope Bitterbrush seedlin9 survival at late spring and fall dates from a
field planting made March 23, 1965.
Seed Treatments
None

Seed Source

Cold

Thiourea

+

Cold
Thiourea

Average

41
37

19.5
16.5

2.
27

14.3
13.5

Mt. Pleasant area
June 2, 1965
November 22, 1965

4
3

15

18

12

14

3
3

12

14

12

12

Fountain Green area
June 2, 1965
November 22, 1965
Ephraim Canyon (oak
enc~olure)

June 2, 1965
November 22, 1965

2

15
8

18
16

59
52

3.0
2.3

14.0
10.7

16.7
14.0

42.7
38.7

Average
June 2, 1965
November 22, 1965
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23.5
19.3

the layering form of bitterbrush
from Ephraim Canyon and especially its
uperior establishment
from the combination treatment.
Perhaps fall may prove to be the
proper time for establishing one or
more of the e species because of
eed dormancy and the longer time
the seed is su bjected to moist soil
condition. There may be times
when pring plantings are essential
for better weed control, rotting of
e d when overwintered in the soil,
or eed removal by rodents or bird .
Both pl.anting times need to be explored under different soil and climatic conditions.
The two small plantings of bitterbrush and fourwing saltbush established from transplants at the Snow
Field Station in Ephraim produced
excellent first year growth in heavy
clay-loam soils under limited irrigation. Evidently, both are sensitive to water because some plants
died where they received too much
water at the bottom of the rows.
Results from these exploratory
trials show everal things. The dormancy of bitterbrush seed can be
broken for spring plantings on cultivated cropland. The distinct difference in response seems to prove
early spring plantings can provide
atisfactory stands. The other four
species were all established by early
direct seeding on the dryland soils
at the Nephi Field Station. Transplants of all five species made good
first-year growth under limited irrigation at the Snow Field Station.
For future experiments, large
field plantings of these three shrubs
and two broadleaf herbs were made
during the fall of 1965 at the Nephi
Dryland Field Station and the Snow
Field Station.

EDITOR'S NOTE
In accordance with Federal regulations, we are revising the mail list
of Utah Farm and Home Science.
A post card was enclosed in the
M arch issue.
Please return it if you wish to
continue receiving the magazine.
Don't forget your zip code.
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(This IS the first article in a series
on the quality of fresh and processed
fruits and vegetables.)

American consumers are increasingly fastidious about the foods they
buy. They no longer accept tired
looking "fresh" produce as the inevitable price they must pay for
living away from the farm. Progressive producers of fruits and
vegetables who cater to these critical consumers can command top
prices for their merchandise. The
higher profits more than justify the
costs associated with using the
methods science has developed to
prolong the quality of fresh produce.
The most important fruit crops
produced in Utah include peaches,
apricots, apples, and sweet cherries.
Of these, apples are the most durable, but even apples require certain storage and transportation conditions to maintain high quality.
They must be stored around 32 °F
and over 85 percent relative humidity. The other Utah fruits are
relatively perishable and need additional careful attenti n if they are
to satisfy the modem housewife.
With some fruits, a grower can
affect his marketing potential by the
variety he chooses. For example,
Chinese (Large Early Montgamet)
apricots store better than the Moorpark variety. The Marshall and Robinson varieties of strawberries bruise
more easily than do Shasta, Miss
Utah, and Kasuga varieties. To retain maximum flavor and qUality
in storage and during transportation, the fruit should be harvested
at the firm-but-ripe stage. If the
fruit is harvested before it reaches
this maturity, it does not develop
proper color, flavor, texture, and

certain vitamins. However, if harvested beyond this stage of maturity, the fruit bruises easily and deteriorates faster during storage and
transportation.
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE
STORAGE

Fruits and vegetables continue to
respire after they are harvested.
In normal respiration, oxygen is
consumed while carbon dioxide,
water, and heat (energy) are released. Post-harvest respiration can
re ult in a number of objectionable
changes such as loss of sugars, color,
and flavor.
The respiration of stored produce can be slowed by low temperature and a controlled atmosphere. In a controlled atmosphere,
the concentration of oxygen (02 )
around the tored produce is decreased artificially while the concentration of carbon dioxide (C0 2 )
i increased. Too much CO 2 , how-
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L.
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E.

OLSON,

ever, can trigger anaerobic respiration which produces objectionable
end products and hastens deterioration. The recommended relative
concentrations of CO 2 and O 2 depend upon the specific fruits and
fruit varieties.
In general, controlled atmosphere
storage can add 4 to 8 months of
refrigerated life to most fruits. Furthermore, fruits removed from controlled atmosphere storage remain
in good condition 5 to 20 times
longer than comparable fruits removed from conventional cold storage. This indicates a residual effect
of controlled atmosphere storage.
The Tectrol Division of Whirlpool Corporation has revolutionized controlled atmosphere storage
by developing a way to bum natural

•

D. K. SALUNKHE is professor of Foo" Science
and Technology in the Department of Plant
Science. LEONARD E. OLSON is assistant professor in the Deportment of Plant Science.
B. N. WANKIER is a research fellow in food
toxicology. KAZUO CHACHIN is a visiting
research associate from the University of
Osalea in Osada, Japan.
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Figure 1. Controlled atmosphere storage for fruits has been ,evolutlonized by an apparatus
which burns natural or propane gas to form and maintain the desired concentrations of
carbon dioxide and oxygen.
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or propane gas and maintain precisely the de ired concentrations of
CO 2 and O 2 • Many thousand of
bu hel of apple and other fruit
are held every year throughout the
country in this kind of controlled
atmospher torage under the supervi ion of Whirlpool Corporation
engineers. At Utah State Univer ity we are u ing one of the e
unit to study the metabolic changes
and flavor chemistry that characterize apples, peaches apricots,
cherries and pears. This research
is in progress on grants from the
Tectrol Division of Whirlpool Corporation.

PRE-HARVEST
CHEMICAL SPRAYS

Chemicals, such as Mycostatin,
Captan, Phaltan, Difolatan and Daconil 2787, have been applied to
cherries, apricots, and peaches with
a knapsack-type sprayer while the

Figure 2. Instrument. .en.itlve to concentrations of certoin gases are used to monitor
the concentration of carbon dioxide and
oxygen in controlled atmosphere .toroge
experiments.
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fruit were still on the tree. Application were made 1 to 2 weeks before harve t. The re ults showed
that th e chemical controlled the
mold growth in the torage of the e
fruit whereas the control lots became moldy. Difolatan not only inhibit d the mold growth, but also
retarded the onset of senescence,
that phase of plant growth that extend from full plant maturity to
actual death.
PRECOOLING

FRuns

Precooling refers to the rapid removal of heat from fruit prior to
hipment or torage. The more
quickly the field heat is removed
after harve t the longer the product can be maintained in marketable condition. The cooling can be
accompli hed by a blast of cold air,
immersion in ice or cold water, or
by applying a vacuum. Any of
these treatment can delay the ripening proce s reduce the rate of
re piration and retard the evolution
of ethylen
thu lengthening the
to rag life of the produce.
During th
ummer month in

Utah, temperature often rise above
80° and 90 °F while the relative
humidity i 10 to 15 percent. H nce,
a precooling treatment that upplie
wat r is mo t effective since the
water will help off et any tendency
to hrive!. The ideal duration for
hydro-cooling processes depends
upon water temperature, fruit temperature , size of fruit, amount of
ice, amount of water, water flow,
and heat transfer characteristic of
the fruits.
Hydro-cooling techniques can be
u ed in packaging sheds and by the
road-stand industry to extend the
marketable life of fresh produce.
POST-HARVEST TREATMENTS
WITH FUNGICIDES AND
ANTIFUNGAL ANTIBIOTICS

In Utah, certain fungi take a
heavy toll of to red fruits. R esearch
ha b en conducted and is in progre at USU in cooperation with
everal pharmac utical companies
n th u e of antifungals to prevent
fungal growth on fruits and contr I m tabolic changes in the fruits.

Vo! ••••.•
Figure 3. Certain fungi cause a high rate of spoilage in stored fruit . Research hal shown
that fruit treated while in the hydro-cooler with certain anti-fungal chemicals and hormones
before storage will remain in good condition weeks longer.
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Some of the mo t promi ing chemical ar: Dowicide A DHA-S
Captan, Difolatan Myprozine, and
Myco tatin in minute concentrations of 100 to 1,000 parts per
million (ppm). In our laboratorie
the e chemical have been u ed as
dip, sprays and in conjunction
with hydro-cooling and flexible
packaging.

S me of the e antifungal chemical ( Captan Botran and orbic
acid) have been cleared for certain
concentration by the Food and
Drug Administration for u e in
food. Con iderably more experimental work ha to be done however b fore any of these chemical
can be recommended for routine
applications to fruit intended for

human con umption.
Secondary
aminobutane effectively controls
Penicillium d cay of cherrie . This
v latile fungicide i very effective
at 500 to 1,000 ppm level. Sorbic
acid (1 000 ppm) and Mycostatin
ppm) controlled yea t ferm(5
ntation in apple juice.

°

HORMONE TREATMENTS
U Benzyl adenine and 6 Furfuryl aminopurine are being inve tigated in our laboratories as
h rmone-type senescence inhibitor .
The e chemicals ext nd post harve t torage IiI of fruit and greenpicked vegetables. These hormones
inhibit re pi ration and help delay
the breaking down of chlorophyll
and proteins in fruits and vegetable .
Leafy vegetable green calyx of
trawberries, and pedicels of sweet
cherrie r mained relatively fresh
m re than 25 days when they were
treated at harve t time with 10 to
20 ppm of the e chemicals.

RADIATION

Figu,. 4. lambert cherrie. in Mylar 50 film bag (photographed 60 day. after .torage at
32 0 F, 90 percent relative humidity). A. hydro-cooled with Myco.tatin (400 ppm). B. control.

PRESERVATION

For more than ten years, USU ha
conducted extensive research in
preparation of food by ionizing
radiation. Gamma and beta rays
can destroy or delay the growth of
certain bacteria and fungi without
generating much heat. The proce al 0 retards ripening and treatd fruit can be stored satisfactorily
for longer than usual periods. Promi ing results have been noted at
USU on the extension of the refrigerated life of p aches, sweet cherrie and strawberries, and on sprout
inhibition in onions, carrots, and
potatoes. This research is continuing with our goal bing a substantial
exten ion of helf life and the maintenance of high quality.
PACKAGING TECHNIQUES

Figure 5. EHed of Myco.tatin and paclcaging treatment on fungal growth of lambert
cherrie. (photographed 60 day. after .torage at 32 0 F, 90 percent relative humidity). 1.
hydro-cooled with Myco.tatin (400 ppm) and paclcaged in Mylar 50 film . 2. control in Mylar
50 film . 3. control in wooden box.
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Today, packaging fruits for distant markets or delayed markets
generally involves the use of polyethylene, saran, and mylar films.
These films create, in effect, a modified atmosphere. of increased CO 2
and decrea ed O 2 around the fruit.
Such packaging al 0 serves to increase the relative humidity in the
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container and thu cuts losses by
shriveling.

1

The ucce of flexible packaging of fresh fruits depends upon the
permeability of films to CO 2 and
water vapor. If a film is imperviou
to gases, the eventual anaerobic respiration of the packaged fruits will
cause serious deterioration. Impervious films promote the heavy
accumulation of moisture in the container and foster profuse mold and

fungal growth on the fruit. Our research has shown that certain mylar
film and perforated polyethylene
film hold promi e.
GOAL

Fruit and vegetables that stay
fr h (in looks and in taste) and
remain highly nutritious all the
way from a field in Utah to a market in New York is the end goal
of much USU food technology re-

earch. Attaining that goal will help
both con umer and producer.
Hydro-cooling with antifungal
chemicals and then careful packaging in consumer-size units are
proven steps toward that goal.
Pre- and post-harvest treatment
with various chemical have shown
promi e, but more re earch is nece ary. Th potentials for radiation
pre ervation are ju t beginning to
b fully te ted. Storage in a controlled atmosphere under low temperatures and treatment with antifungal and/ or enescence inhibiting chemicals can definitely prolong
the life of fresh produce.

Figure 6. Lambert cherries in wooden bOl( (photographed 60 days after .torage at 32 ° F,
90 percent relative humidity).

Figure 7. Lambert cherries in polyethylene B film bag (photographed 60 days after storoge at
32 ° F, 90 percent relative humidity).
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Figure 8. Gamma and beta rays can de.troy
or delay the growth of certain mold. and
baderia. Thi. radiation apparatus under 20
feet of water is used to treat .pecimen. of
fruit. and vegetable •.
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REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE
OF DAIRY COWS
ON AN ALL FORAGE RATION
R.

C.

LA MB ,

One of the prime concerns of
breeder of registered dairy cattle is
whether the eed stock which they
are developing today and which may
till be influencing dairy herds for
) 0 15, or even 25 years, wiII be
able to meet the feeding and management programs of the future. To
an wer orne of the basic questions
needed to help breeders with thi
perplexing problem, USDA scientist are working in cooperation with
the Department of Dairy Science at
Utah State University on a longrange study of the relationship between genetics and environment in
dairy cattle. Currently they are
studying the performance of cow
on rations ranging from all forage
to high concentrate-low forage.
These cow are daughters of sire
selected from various lines of breeding within the Holstein breed and
proven in different areas of the
world under many varied management and feeding system .

SIRE INFLUENCE
Daughters of the first group of
sires were divided at random into
two groups at the time of first calving. One-half of the daughters of
each sire were fed a standard ration
consisting of all of the high quality
alfalfa hay each cow would eat plus
a concentrate ration fed at the rate
of 1 pound for each 3.5 pounds of
4 percent fat-corrected milk produced. This concentrate ration consisted of 79 percent barley, 19 percent molasses dried beet pulp, 1
percent trace mineral salt, and 1
percent dicalcium phosphate. The
other one-half of the daughters of
each sire received only alfalfa hay
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and mineral supplement, but were
allowed all they would consume.
All other management was held
con tant for the two groups of
daughters.
The main objective of this reearch wa to tudy the efficiency
with which the cows on the different
rations converted their feed into
milk, and particularly to determine
if efficiency of feed is a heritable
characteri tic in dairy cattle. A
. ummary of the
re ult will b
published in a later report.
Since normal reproduction is tied
clo. ely to sustained milk production over a number of years, it became important early in the study
to ee if the diff rent rations had
any influence on the reproductive
p rformance of cows in the study.
Whether or not sires had any influence on the reproductive performance of their daughter wa also
observed.
Data for 120 daughters of 8 Holtein ires were available for thi
tudy. Two cow one on each ration but by different sire did not
conceive again within 1 year after
fir t calving and were excluded
from the remainder of the study.
All other cows were either held for
a econd calving or diagnosed as
pregnant prior to the end of their
fir t lactation.

•
R. C. LAMB is a federal collaborator with
the Agricultural Research Service. C. H.
MICKELSEN is an auistant professor in the
Department of Dairy Industry and superintendent of the Doiry Research Farm. L. L.
PERKES is a research auistant and a herdsman at the Dairy Research Farm.
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EFFECT OF RATION

Table 1 shows the effect of ration on several measures of reproductive performance. The average
age at first calving was approximately 26 months and only differed
by 2 days for the two rations. It
was not expected that this measure
would be different for the two rations since the heifers had been
treated the same up to this point.
AJthough the average number of
days from freshening to first heat
was the same for the two rations,
there was considerable variation
among cows, ranging from 9 to 190
days. The cows on the all-forage
ration were more variable in the
number of days from freshening to
first heat period.
Cows on the all-forage ration
averaged 8 days longer from freshening to first breeding and 7 days
longer from fre hening to conception. The e differences were not
tati tically significant. However
the number of heat periods exhibited prior to first breading was 1.7
for the all-hay group and 1.3 for
the cow on the standard ration.
Thi difference was statistically significant, in other words not occurring by chance.
No differences in fertility were
evident between the two groups of
cows as they both required an average of 1.5 services per conception. As shown in table 2, approximately two-thirds of the cows on
ach ration settled on the first service, nearly 90 percent in the first
two services, and more than 95
percent in the first three services,
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there was less of a tendency to skip
an extra heat period with these cows.

Table 1. EHed of ration on repraductive performance
Ration
All hay

Number of cows ..................................................................................... .
Age at first calving in days ................................................... _.............. .
Days fresh to fint heat ......................................................................... .
Days fresh to first breeding ................................................................... .
Days open ............................................................................................... .
Number of heat periods without breeding ......................................... .
Number of services

Tabe 2.

Standard

Average

Measures

57
799
51
107
129
1.7
1.5

61
797
51
99
122
1.3
1.5

Number and percentage of cows settled per service
Ration
All hay

Number of services
1

'ercent

Number

'ercent

36

63

2

1
1

26
7
2
2

39
17

64

15

3
2
2

0

0

................. .............. .

2
2
4
5

............................... .
............................... .

6 or more

Table

3.

4

................. .

Number of heat period, without
breeding past 69 days post calving
Ration
All hay

Standard

Number

Number of days

70-74 .........................
75.79 .........................
80-89 ..............................
90 or more ......... ..
Total .................

9
3

6
3
21

5
2
0
2

9

with very little difference between
the two groups.
BREEDING CYCLE

Cows were to be bred on the
first normal heat period occurring
after 69 days following calving.
Table 1 shows that the average
number of days from freshening to
fir t breeding was 99 and 107 days
for the two rations. Table 3 shows,
at least partially, why thi difference occurred.
Nine cows out of 61 (14 percent)
on the standard ration were not
bred back on the first heat period
after 69 days following calving. For
even of the nine cows the heat
period on which breeding was missFOR
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Standard

Number

2.

2

ed came within 79 days following
calving. On the other hand, 21 of
the 57 cows on aU-forage ration (37
p rcent) were not bred back on the
first heat period after 69 days following calving.
The reason for this difference in
the percentage of cows not being
bred back a cheduled was indirectly due to ration. The difference
between the two groups of cows in
the numb r of days from freshening to fir t ervice, number of days
open, and number of heat periods
prior to first breeding, was caused
by an unintentional difference in
management. By 60 days following
calving many of the cows on the
all-forage ration had milked down
and become extremely thin. When
these extremely thin cows exhibited
ymptom of heat just shortly after
69 days following calving the herdsman had a tendency not to breed
th m until the following heat period
in order to allow them a longer dry
period following their lactation,
hoping they would thu be back in
a more normal condition for their
second lactation. Since the cows on
the tandard ration were in better
condition 69 days following calving,

THIN COWS

Careful study of the data showed
that while the cows on the two rations followed a similar pattern in
returning to normal estrus cycles
following parturition, some cows on
the all-forage diet stopped exhibiting symptoms of estrus as they became extremely thin, which was
about the time they should have
first been rebred. These cows generally did not return to heat for an
extended period of time, thus delaying breeding even further. Fewer cows on the all-forage ration
were bred back in less than 90 days,
and four times as many went 150
days or more before breeding.
The influence of sire on reproductive performance of his daughters is summarized in table 4.
There was considerable difference
between ire group in the number
of service required for conception
for the fir t ge tation, ranging from
1.5 to 3.3 services per conception.
Much Ie variation existed among
ire group in number of services for
conception for the econd gestation,
ranging from 1.3 to 1.9. Daughters
of two ires namely Band G, exhibited con iderable difficulty in settling a heifers but were better than
average breeders following first
calving. The use of poor quality
semen during 1961 when daughters
of the e two sires were first being
bred as heifers, i.e., the influence of
ervice ire accounts for much of
this difference. After 1961, all service ire were used equally, a near
as possible on daughters of previous sires 0 that effect of service sire
hould be limited in the data on
breedings for the second gestation.
RESULTS

Results of this study would indicat that sires have little influence
on the reproductive performance of
their daughter. Likewise, an allforage ration does not appear to be
(continued on page 68)
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Fertilizing Winter Wheat
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In Utah

EPPS

1960 were appJied broadcast with
the exception of anhydrous ammonia. Trials with anhydrous ammonia howed that placed fertilizer
wa more effective in increasing
yields than broadcast treatments.
itrogen broadcast on drylands i
ineffective unle s it i applied in the
fall or early enough in the spring
for precipitation to move the nitrog n into the root zone early in the
gr wing season.

NEPHI TRIALS
Figure 1.
left.

A 1957 trial at the Nephi Dryland Station resulted in the first data
howing that a broadcast nitrog nph phorous treatment increased
the yi Id f wheat more than nitroge n alone . Similar results were

The effect of nitrogen fertiliz.r can be ,een plainly in the dark.r gre.n ,trip to the

Production of winter wheat on
the dryland of Utah i limited primarily by moi ture. When moistur i favorable many areas repond to nitrogen. Fertiiizer effects
on wint r wh at have been studied
xten ively ince 1942. Studies conducted during the 1940 s, when
rainfall wa above nQ mal showed

that br adca t application of nitrog n increa ed the yi Id of wheat
ignificantly. Trial conducted in
th 1950 indicat d that yield repon e to nitrogen f rtilizer occu rred in ab ut 3 percent of the trial .
Pr cipitation during thi period wa
g n rally below normal.
F rtilizer u d in te t prior to

•

REX F. NIELSON i, an anociate profeSlor of
Agronomy in the D.partment of Plant Science.
GORDON A. VAN EPPS is an associate professor in Agronomic Research at the Snow
Field Station in Ephraim, Utah.

REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE OF DAIRY COWS
Tabl.

4.

Influ.nc. of sir. on r.productiv. p3rformanc. of hi. daught.r,
Sir••
A

M.a.ur••
Number of daught.r. ................................................
Numb.r of .. rvic•• - first g ••tation .......................
Ag. at fir.t calving in day. ......................................
Day. fre ... to fir.t heat.. ...........................................
Day. fre ... to first bre.ding ......................................
Day. open ...................................................................
Numb.r of heot period, without breeding ... ..........
Numb.r of .. rvic•• - ••cond g ••tation ..................

(continued from page 67)
detrimental to the reproductive p rformance of dairy cow. However
two problem did ari e with cows on
the all-forage ration. When these
cows wher producing heavily they
became extremely thin, necessitating
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15
1.9
804
60
103
114
1.1
1.3

B

11
3.3
812
40
II

101
1.6
1.5

C

D

E

9
1.7
792
33
101
125
2.6
1.6

16
1.5
101
48
106
131
1.5
1.6

11
1.5
770

a delay in breeding to get them back
in normal condition for the following lactation. Thi same extremely
thin condition apparently re tricted
tru in some case , beginning at
about 80 day following calving and
continuing until at lea t 150 day following calving. Therefore, if breed-
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20
1.7
794

19
2.3
107
47
100
113
1.4
1.3

17
1.5
786
62
117
152
1.3
1.7

61

46

98
130
1.0
1.9

102
124
1.6
1.5

Av.rag.

15
1.9
798
51
103
125
1.5
1.5

ing wa delayed for these cows it
wa of neces ity delayed for an extended period of time. In case
where the e thin cows were bred
back a cheduled at first heat after
69 day following calving they settled normally but were till out of
condition at the ubsequent calving.
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mea ured from t ts conducted in
195
1959 and 1960 (figure 2).
In 1960 at ephi f rtiliz r (nitrogen and pho phorou wa drilled
with the ed at planting. Separate
e d and fertilizer boxes were rigg d 0 that both the eed and the
fertiliz r dropped down a common
tube and were placed c10 ely together by th
ingl -di c drill. We
expected th pJac ment of phophorus to cause more efficient fertiliz r utilization that broadcast application.
R e ult from this study showed
that drilling was much more effectiv than broadcasting. Data showing the affect of various rates of
16-20-0 placed with the seed are
listed in figure 3. Yields were increased from 3 to 5 bushels per
acre. The results from a 1962 trial
at Nephi, which involved nitrogen
and phosphorus placed with the
eed at the time of planting, both
ingly and in combinations are listed
in figure 4. The higher yields from
the NP treatment is evident in this
t st.
Th 1963 dryland winter wheat
trials were a failure and no yield
data were obtained. To d termine
effect upon yield a tudy wa conducted in 1964 u ing different ratio
and rate of nitrogen and phosphoru. Data from this trial (figure 5) are inconc1u ive; however,
the 16-20-0 material appears to be
a good or better than other NP
treatments.
BOX

ELDER TRIALS

d lay d more than that tr ated with
ammonium pho phate or pho phoru al ne. Stand count mad of a
howed no
larg number of plot
evid nc that f rtilizer treatment
had any mea urable effect on the
total number of plant e tabli hed.
The te t w r inconc1u ive b cause
vere n w mold cau ed differential tand and erratic yields.

Data collected from a te t harve ted in 1965 at the Bluecreek Experimental Farm are Ii ted in figure
data how a ignificant
6. The
lin ar re ponse to nitrogen . Phophoru had little mea urable affect
on yield.
SOIL TESTS

Soil

have

been analyzed for

m

959
Figure 2. The effect of nitrogen (N) and nitrogen plul pholphorul (NP) treatments applied
broadcalt, compared with the check (0 ) on the yield of winter wheat at Nephi 1957 through
1960.

~

15

Dril led

2 Broadcast

(!)

L

A eries of fertilizer trial , involving placement of fertilizer with the
eed were tabli hed in Box Elder
ounty the la t week f September
1963. The e d and fertilizer were
planted in good moi ture and the
edling
m rg d within 10 days
f planting. Wheat in the fertilized
pi l emerged mor
lowly than
wh at in th check plot . Thi delay
appear d to be in direct proportion
to the amount of fertilizer applied.
H wev r it wa of hort duration
and on w ek after emergence no
diff rence could be ob rv d. Wheat
treat d with nitrogen f rtiliz r wa
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Figure 3. The yield of winter wheat at Nephi al influenced by varioul ratel of 16-20-0 fertilizer
applied broadcalt or drilled with the leed at time of planting.
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available pho phorus from all site
where trial have been conducted.
The e oil are all relatively high.
The value ranged from 29 to 33
pound per acre P (bicarbonate
olubl) at
ephi to 18 to 64
pound available P in Box Elder
ounty. Soil te t appear to b of
little valu in predicting whether or
not a dryland ite will respond to
added pho phoru. We need additional information before we can

predict from oil te ts, the phosphorus needs of dryland winter
wh t in Utah.
1t ha been ugge ted that the repon to pho phorus was actually
a ulfur re pon , ince some phosphat fertilizer carry an appreciable amount of ulfur. For 25 years,
a number of trial have included
mmonium ulfate and ammonium
nitrate as treatm nt. Without ex-

40

ception, the ammonium nitrate
treatment have either been equal
to or better than the ammonium sulfate treatments. If a sulfur deficiency were to exist, it should have
become evident during this testing
period.
The protein content of the wheat
as measured in all of the studies
to dat . Prot in is usually higher in
wheat rec iving additional nitrogen.
When wheat yi Ids are low, particularly during years with limited
precipitation, nitrogen may not increase protein content under all
situations.
\l

8
RECOMMENDATIONS

L

Figure 4. The 1962 wheat yields at Nephi as affected by nitrogen (33-0), phosphorus (0.45),
and ammonium phosphate (16-20) drilled with the seed at three rates.
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Figure 5. The influence of nitrogen and phosphorus and Nveral nitrogen phosphorus ratios on
the yield of winter wheat at Nephi 1964. Fertililer was drill.d with the s•• d.
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The benefits from fertilizer applied to dryland winter wheat are
affected by a number of factors,
the mo t important one being moisture. We ugge t that, where u ed
fertilizer b placed with the seed
at time of planting. When fertilizer
is applied with the seed, the cost
of application is reduced to a minimum and it i readily available to
the growing eed. Some trial have
shown a response to phosphorus.
Low rates applied with the seed
were effective in increasing wheat
yields.
The amount and kind of fertilizer to be applied with the seed will
depend on oil moisture reserve
and whether or not phosphorus is
needed. If phosphorus is needed,
J 5 to 35 pounds of available nitrogen and 10 to 20 pounds of P 20 6
(5-15 lbs P) should be applied. If
nitrogen alone is used, the rate can
be increased to as high as 40 pounds
N per acre.
If it is not possible to apply fertilizer with the seed in the fall, then
the situation should be appraised in
early spring. If good stands are
obtained and moisture prospects
are favorable, 30 to 50 pounds of
nitrogen should be applied broadcast. This application should be
made as early as mid-February or
as late as mid-April, depending upon weather conditions. Since rainfan prospects decrease as late spring
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approaches, we recommend early
application. The widespread use of
bulk spreaders makes it possible to
treat large acreages on frozen soil

early in the spring. Aerial appJication has worked effectively and may
be advantageous when fields can not
be treated with ground rigs.

Black Light
Lures Insects
To Sterilant
Scientists have reduced reproduction of cabbage loopers 90 percent
in preliminary field cage tests by
using blackJight lamps to lure the
insects into contact with a chemical
that sterilized males.
The cabbage looper is a destructive pest of several valuable crops,
and occurs throughout the United
States.
Results of preliminary trials with
blacklight lamps and chemo-sterilant were so encouraging that scientists of the Agricultural Research
Service are considering the possibility of field tests, if safe procedures
can be developed. Recent tests at
Riverside, California, were conducted in screen cages set up in cabbage
fields.

o
Figure 6. The influence of nitrogen and several nitrogen phosphorus ratios on the yield of
winter wheat at Bluec,.." in 1965. The fertilizer was drilled with the ..ed.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

A nitrogen deficiency exists on essentially all of the areas producing
dryland winter wheat in Utah. This deficiency tends to be exaggerated
during years of favorable moisture.

2.

Some dryland soils respond more favorably to a nitrogen-phosphorus
application than to nitrogen alone. These differences have been more
pronounced in the Nephi area than in Box Elder County.

3.

To date, Jittle correlation appears between soil tests for phosphorus
and response to phosphorus by winter wheat.

4.

Placement of fertilizer with the seed at time of planting has produced
yields either equal to or better than those obtained from broadcast
applications.

5.

Response to fertilizers appears to be more pronounced in years when
wheat emerges in the fall. When emergence does not occur until midwinter or early spring, fertilizet response is less striking.

6.

When broadcast applications of nitrogen are made in the spring, treatment should occur early in order that nitrogen will be moved into the
soil by spring storms.

7.

Response of winter wheat to phosphorus applied broadcast is less than
that placed with the seed.

8.

Fertilizer placed with the seed at time of planting may result in a slight
germination delay. To date, no trials have shown that fertilizer placed
with the seed has reduced stands or yields with rates up to 50 pounds
of nitrogen per acre.
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Using light to lure insects. into
contact with chemosterilant is only
one version of the sterility principle
of insect control. The great potential of this principle was demonstrated in a campaign 5 years ago
that eradicated screwworms from
the southeastern United States. In
this campaign, millions of insects
were reared in a laboratory, sterilized by exposure to radiation, and
released. Sterile males released outnumbered fertile native males by
such an overwhelming ratio that reproduction stopped, and the entire
population disappeared.
Chemosterilizing insects in the
native population rather than in the
laboratory potentially is more efficient and the expense of rearing,
sterilizing, and distributing insects
is unnecessary.
Lamps used in the California
tests lured both male and female
cabbage looper adults. At the dosages tested, the chemosterilant completely sterilized l11ales and was
highly effective against females but
did not completely sterilize them.
Ideally, both sexes should be completely sterilized.
71

Resource development
J. CLARK BALLARD, DARRELL H. MATTHEWS,
DEVERE R. McALLISTER, and N. KEITH ROBERTS

are irrigated, there is a water shortage throughout most of the Altiplano which becomes more severe
as one moves south.
SOME P OBLEMS

Figure 1. The houle is not much by American Itandards, but it il an improved home for a
Boliyian farm family. The tin roof, the glall windowl, and the wooden doors reprelent adyancel
over the old house decaying nearby.

Bolivia is a relatively poor country as measured by almost any standards. Yet, it has agricultural resources (land, labor, capital, and
management) wit h considerable
economic potentials that are largely
undeveloped. Farmers are struggling
with the problems that have dominated Bolivian agriculture since the
agrarian reform in 1952. The
citizens of Utah through Utah
State University have the privilege
of assisting Bolivian farmers solve
orne of these problems. This mutual effort will result in agriculture
on the Bolivian Altiplano entering
an era of more rapid economic development - if a few production
and marketing problems can be
solved. Optimism prevails among
the Utah State University team
members from USAID because the

•
J. CLARK BALLARD is Ext.nlion Adyilor and
Team Chief, DARRElL H. MAnHEWS is Ani.
mal Husbandry Adyisor, DEVERE R. MCALLIS·
TSER il Agronomy Adyisor, and N. KEITH
ROBERTS il Economic Adyisor of the team of
Utah State University staff membe" on con·
trad with the United State I Administration of
International Deyelopment in Boliyia.
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Bolivian farmers (campesinos) generally seem eager to attain a better
life.
THE ALTIPLANO

The Bolivian Altiplano is a high
plane lying between east and west
ranges of mountains in the great
Andean complex. Peaks in the
mountains surrounding the plane
reach altitudes of 23,000 feet.
The plain, about one-third of Bolivia's land area, varies from 10,000
feet elevation in the lower areas to
16,000 feet on the mountain sides.
Lake Titicaca, at 12,500 feet elevation, is at the northern end of the
Bolivian part of the plain. The
mountain ranges close in southern
Bolivia to form the southern boundaries of the plain. Great salt fiats
and a salt lake are located in the
central and southern sections.
The whole Altiplano has a wet
season from December to March
and a dry season from May to October. In the south, however, even
the wet season is relatively dry.
Rainfall increase to the north, with
the wettest area being around Lake
Titicaca. Although some smaJl areas
UTAH

Because of the altitude, frost can
occur at any time during the year.
Night temperatures are generally
cold. If the sun shines, day temperatures can be uncomfortably
warm. However, most days are cool.
The surrounding mountains contain minerals (tin, silver and others)
which have been the major export
products for Bolivia. They also contain extensive vein of soluble salts
that wa h down into the Altiplano
when the streams are .fiowing. This
is especially true of the southern
and central parts.
Becau e of the frost, water shortages, and oil salts, cropping alternative are restricted to hardy varieti.e of potatoes (many varieties),
barley, quinoa (a crop related to the
common pig weed), broad (horse)
beans, and in more favorably endowed areas, small plots of alfalfa.
Except for small quantities of barley, none of these crops appear to
have the potential of becoming large
commercial or export crops. They
are mostly grown for family use,
although some vegetables grown
around Lake Titicaca reach the LaPaz markets.
Grasses, small shrubs, and cactus provide cover for much of the
Altiplano. This vegetation has been
grazed by sheep since the early
Spanish period more than 300 years
ago. Llamas and alpacas ranged the
Altiplano even before the Incan period. Because of overgrazing, the
more desirable native forage species
disappeared long ago. However,
there is a potential for improved
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on the Bolivian Altiplano

forage production.
In irrigated
area, alfalfa and pa ture grasses
how promise a
upplement to
ea onal range forage .
Altiplano land re ource lend
them elves to a range livestock
economy. Such a pattern of use
has exi ted hi torically. The elements hav
forced the pattern.
Range live tock products al 0 preent the b t possibilities for developing into important commercial
product both for the domestic and
for ign markets.
BaR

RESO
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About two-third of Bolivia s 4
million people live on the Altiplano.
The majority of th mare ubsi tence farmers. A a re ult, they make
little contribution to the Bolivian
economy. However there is an
awakening among the campe ino
which i encouraging to tho e who
recognlz them a the ource of Bolivia s future economic development.
Con ide ring the hi tory of the
campesino, hi development i taking place very rapidly. Before the
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agrarian reform in 1952, the Indian
population wa larg ly attached to
land owned by a privileged cla of
landlord. For the right to farm a
mall parcel of the haci nda for their
own need th lndian and hi family worked for the landlord 3 or 4
day a week. He could not own
land. Thu h and hi family were
attached to th land and landlord a
erf. The Indian had no right
exc pt to w rk and receive a subi tence living in return.
After the agrarian r form in 1952,
the control of the large landlord was
broken. Indian were permitted to
own land and u e it as they wished.
In many ca
the old landlords
w re completely di po sessed; in
other th y retained a small portion
of their once Jarge holdings. The
Indian becamemall farmer . They
al 0 as umed control of the Iivetock on the old hacienda and mixed
them with their own small herd .
Because the Indians were forced
to think and act only a forced labor
for centuries the land reform produced a cla of labor-oriented mall
farmer. They knew how to plant,

cultivat and harve t for their wn
u e' th y knew how to h rd Iivetock' and th y knew how to work
with th ir familie , ox, tick plough,
nd clod-breaking mallet. They did
n t know how to u e the machinery th improved breed of livetock, nor other production input
I ft by th former landlord at the
time of the reform. Thu the camp in
were a poor quality agricultural labor force before the reform. The only thing that reaJly
changed after the reform was that
the laborer became land owner .
Th quality of labor did not change
immediately.
A TIPLA 0

MA AGEM

T

Before 1952, the agricultural
management function on the Bolivian Altiplano centered in the hand
of relatively few people. The landlord and his chief overseers made
the decisions. In some cases, haciendas were well managed. Improved
breeds of sheep, cattle, and horses,
a well as improved varieties of forage crops, including alfalfa, existed
on hacienda lands before the reform.
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Figure 2. Small sheep to match the limited forage. These sheep produce about 1.S pounds of
wool each but have never been sheared. The tall grass is eaten only as a la.t resort.

The campesino did not share in
management even on the plots of
land and the small live tock herds
operated for their own u e. In reality they did not own the plots nor
th animaJ, and most of their time
wa devoted to producing for the
landlord. Making management deci ion wa beyond their realm of
activity. Most of the management
force wa lost with the coming of
the agrarian reform.
The deep- eat d desire on the part
of th campesinos to own land, uppressed for centurie ,wa realized
through th agrarian reform. However the problem of economic land
use was not considered' seriously by
many of the new landowners for several year. Even today, many campesinos think in terms of planting,
cultivating herding and harvesting
for family needs only. As a result,
the majority of sheep, llama, and
alpaca are not sheared regularly,
and only a small part of the crop
production reaches a commercial
market.
EW

AW

CAPITAL

RESOURCES

Two problem exist with respect
to capital on the Altiplano. Fir t
are the camp in os accumulating

E ESS

Yet, the increase in managerial
awareness among campesinos is the
most encouraging result of the agrarian reform. As it increases, other
problems, such as marketing, farm
size production per unit of land or
breeding stock, and capital deficiencie , will be solved.
Evidence that this awareness is
increa ing is found in many ways
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and places. Campesinos around the
few experiment tations watch the
re earch being conducted with real
anticipation. Agricultural extension
schools are attended by campe ino
famili s eager to learn new practice . The feeling that hoarding wool
on the back of their animals i not
very satisfying i obviou a enthuia tic participation in wool preparation and marketing training school
increases.
The management unit i the family. A big que tion in many a campesino mind i : Wher can I find out

how to manage my resources better? There is no lack of intelligence
among the campesinos, but they are
trying to change the agricultural
practices of centuries in 2 decade. Each new manag ment technique discov red by a campesino
require almost the arne vision and
and skill usually as ociated with inventors.
If the management resource continue to develop in the future at the
same rate as it has in the 14 years
ince the agrarian reform, the economic, pOlitical, and social complexion of Bolivia will change for
th b tt r in a relatively short period. The great urprise to astute Bolivian ob erv r i not that 0 little
ha happened to Altiplano agricultur during the 14 years ince th
reform , but that 0 much ha happ ned during that p riod to transform erf into a managerial cia .
Th future of Bolivia rest with this
awakening.

Figur 3. An Aymara boy learns to prepare wool properly. The .hears represent a new capital
a.set replacing a tin can or a broken bottle.
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capital and, are they using what they
have for improved management
practices? Second, is external capital available to the campesinos for
intermediate and long-term investments?
One of the first impacts of the reform was the rapid deterioration in
the quality of livestock. The old
landlords often prided themselves in
the quality of livestock that they
possessed. After the reform, the
campesinos split up the sheep,
llama, and alpaca herds and used
them only for family use. The larger
improved animals were often eaten.
The improved strains were not kept
pure. They were crossed with the
smaller, low producing "criollo" or
'scrub' types. It was not long until the improved breeds all but disappeared. Also, many of the plantings of improved forage crops were
destroyed and the land was planted
to the traditional ubsistence crops
of potatoes, quinoa, barley, and
broadbean. Machinery was left to
corrode and di appear. Old hacienda fell in di repair - some were
burn d a a result of uncontrolled
zeal during the early days of th refo rm. Obviou ly in the fir t intance capital a ets decrea ed coniderably. The campe ino felt little

Figure S. This campesino has the bare essentials for farming: two bulls, a plow, some land,
and a family ,

n ed for capital a ets beyond his
mall acreage (l or 2 tillable acres),
an ox a traditional stick plough a
one-room adobe hou e, a few animal and a ' handfull of eed for
his next crop. He was going to get
part of the more fertile land owned

Figure 4. Professor Darrell H. Ma"hews, USU Team member, demonstrate. machine shearing
technique to campesinos. Shearing a sheep is serious family business.
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by the old landlord which would
raise his ub istence tandard of living to a level never dreamed of before the reform.
However land ownership and a
manager attitude tend to make men
aware of the world outside of their
own small sphere. They begin to
expect more out of life than a subistence living. Also, they begin to
look at the r sources at their dispoal in a different light and wonder
about their pot ntial. They sit up
and take notice wh n they see in a
demonstration that a sheep need not
produce only 1.5 pounds of wool a
year, but that one of an improved
breed can produce 10 pounds a
year. They see that the better type
h ep can produce lambs weighing
60-80 pounds in a year instead of
lambs which average 20-30 pounds
uch as their present herds produce.
It doesn t take long for an intelligent
man to realize that he can produce
a much wool and meat with one
good sheep as he does with four to
ix 'crioHo' sheep.
He also observes through demonstrations, experiments, and innovating neighbors that orne plant ,
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properly managed produce 10 or
more time a much forage as those
he has traditionaJIy grown. After
he and his family think through a

crude farm budget, the results begin
to excite him. He first dreams of
increa ed production, then some
imple consumption goods, then the

Figure 6. Bolivian extention specialist, Juan Zenteno (left), teaches some compesinos how to
prepare silage. Silage making is a new management practice spreading acroll the country side.

need for increased income; and his
expectations take a leap that drives
him to make the managerial deciions necessary to satisfy those expectations.
Evidence is mounting that this
mental process is culminating in capital accumulation among campesinos. Of course, by United States
standards, capital assets on campesino farms are few indeed, but in
relation to what they were before
the reform the accumulation is significant. The most obvious changes
are found in communities with improved animals, alfalfa seedings,
transistor radios, houses with metal
roofs, factory-made clothes, twostory homes (one room above another) bicycles, plastic rain protectors, dipping vats for animals,
and many other items. Also, some
communities are investing in tractors, and some land saJes are taking
place which means larger operating
farm units.
Capital sources external to the
campesino are still deficient but increasing. Interest rates are relatively high-a minimum of 12 percent
and often much higher. An agricultural bank partly supported from
U.S. funds makes production and
intermediate loans for improvement
under certain conditions. One evidence that campesino management
awareness is growing is the increasing demand for credit to make improvements. Of course, for a rapid
change in the agricultural economy,
capital must so increase that it is
not the limiting resource.
USU TEAM PROG

Three types of problems face the
USU Team in. Bolivia.

Figure 7. Sheared alpacas. White is preferred by manufacturers because it permits dyeing.
Most llama and alpacas are not sheared regularly, however.
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First, production practices are not
in use where physical and economic
feasibility are obvious and knowledge concerning them is available.
Some examples include shearing and
wool preparation, resource requirements, and management practice
for growing some varieties of alfalfa,
and methods of controlling some
livestock parasites. Gaining accept-
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ance of th e practic i g nerally
accompli hed through extension education demon tration which convince campe ino of phy ical and
conomic feasibil ity.

econd, th r are problems where
knowledge of lution i incomplete
a far a phy ical and economic
f a ibility are concerned. In some
ca e the nece ary knowledge can
be acquired through experimentation. Som problems in this category are: (1) How can the very
low r production (50 percent or
Ie s) for Altiplano Jive tock b increa d? (2) How will introduced
r ng forage plants react to Altiplano condition? (3) How will
improv d breeds of he p, llama,
and alpaca react to Altiplano condition? (4) What method will
control orne di a e and para it
in plant and animal found on the
Altiplano? Both phy ical and economic fea ibility can be establi hed
by controll d exp rimentation. Progra m de igned to olve these problem take longer than tho e in the
fir t problem group. After experimental re earch ha determin d the
fea ibility of a olution then the
knowledge must b
xt nded to
campe ino through demonstrations
and education programs.
Third, there are problems requiring olutions which do not lend
them elve to experimental control
nor i knowl dge certain enougb at
pre ent for demonstration programs.
Som of the e problems are: (1)
What kind of marketing system
will b t erve the need of the Bolivian ituation? (2) What kind of
government policy will b most
effective in developing Altiplano
resources? (3) What kind of exten ion program will disseminate
knowledge most adequately and
rapidly? (4) What forage and livetock varieties should be selected
for further tudy on the Altiplano?
Solution to the e and many other
problem dep nds upon the imagination and training of peciali ts
making the deci ion. The solutions
require knowledge of the general
principle of the di ciplines involved
(continu d on page 84)
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Figure 8. The rocky altiplano hillsides are farmed to avoid frosts . Each farm is surrounded
by a d one hedge or fence . Each campesino fami ly has a plot on the hill for potatoes, quinoa,
barley, and beans. The lower areas are often used for communal grazing of animals.

Figure 9. A new style plow with a metal plowshare represents a capital investment in a
new m ;J nage me nt technique. The old plow is in the background.
Photos were furnished by the Communicatio ns Med ia Bra nch, USAID -Boli via .
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B . DELWORTH GARDNER
When California took the initiative in establishing a state water
plan for developing and utilizing
her water resources, sh played
without a trump suit. She did not
have a meaningful set of economic
criteria
goal on which to ba
that would aid the planners in optimizing water use and development
in the stat . A a result, California s
plan may never fulfill itself satisfactorily.
In a very r al n , California
mi take in thi regard are Utah
gain. Utah now can play her card
more judiciou Iy than did h r neighbor on the coa t. If he i willing to
learn from xperience, Utah may be
abl to d velop a tate water pl an
that will erve a a model for other
tat s.

•

B. DElWORTH GARDNER is a professor in the
Department of Ag ricultural Economics.
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Figure 1. Snow fie lds high in Uto h's mountains f urnish most of the water used with in th e
state. Optimal use and de velopme nt of these "snow ba nked" w a ters a re ma jo r proble ms
facing Utah .

DISCUSSION

Thi article pre ent a discus ion
and valuation of alternative goals
that th
tate hould con ider in
water planning. The be t interests
of the tate of tah require the development of a water plan. Judged
by ny crit rion but e pecially in
term of human welfare, water i a
crucial commodity in Utah. It is
'con umed in a variety of way by
individual hou ehold , it i u ed as
a productive input by many kind
of bu ine
enterpri eS it limits
typ and area of agricultural proUTAH

duction and it i an indispen ible
ingredient in almost every outdoor
recr ational activity. As these and
other demand for water rise sharply over time, water is becoming increa ingly carce. The productivity
of Utah economy and the aesthetic quality of life within her
border will be determined to a
gr at extent by how wi ely water
re ource are con erved, developed
and allocated. Such wi dom depends
upon thoughtful progressive planning.
Acknowledging the critical im-
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portance of water in the tate, howver, doe not equate with knowing
preci ely what the state ought to
be trying to accompli h with a water
plan. What kind of con ide rations
are important and how are they to
b weigh d and ranked a the plan
volve? How can these con ideration be translated into explicit
goals? Answer to such que tions
mu t precede con ide ration of the
means or policies that should be implemented in the plan itself.
WATER LAW ECONOMICS

Exi ting water law reflects, explicity or implicitly, certain underlying conomic concepts. These
concepts may have been u eful years
ago-it i les clear that they are
u ful today. Most of the western
tate, including Utah, ub cribe to
the doctrine of prior appropriation
a the ba i of water law. Under
thi doctrine, water can be appropriated legally when it is to be
u ed for orne beneficial purpose.
pecific' beneWhat constitute
ficial u e however i poorly defined except a interpreted by the
court and the state officials charged

with admini tering the law. Sometim s generally accepted broad
cat gorie of beneficial uses are
ranked in order of priority when
water is in short supply. In most
tates, domestic (hou ehold) use
top the priority Ii t. Agricultural
u e generally come next with indu trial and recreational uses following.
Li ting domestic consumption
first and then production of food
and fiber uggests that those use
which meet human needs most directly are most beneficial. This is
a questionable propo ition, especially in a dynamic industrial economy.
At the time it wa established, such
an ordering might have reflected
ocial w lfare evaluations quite accurately, but condition change and
rigid priority lists are soon outdated. These outdated priorities are
at the heart of the water allocation
problems now plaguing Utah and
other western state. Many of the
new use for water that have arisen
in recent year have considerable
promise for enhancing welfare. The
exi ting legal and institutional
framework and the priorities of

b neficial use however, tend to impede or prohibit transfers to new
u e - no matter how valuable and
conducive to ocial welfare.
GOALS DEFINED

The legi lature authorized state
wat r planning in 1963 but the enabling legi lation provides no indication of desirable planning goals.
In the most recent edition of the
Utah Code ( Section Water and I rrigation, Chapter 178, subtitle Developing a State Water Plan) nothing is said about acceptable general
goals of water planning nor about
pecific goal appropriate to a state
water plan. An appropriation to
the Water and Power Board is authorized ' for initiating and conducting
water resources investigations . . .
requir d relative to developing an
ov rail stat water plan under the
provi ions of the Utah Water and
Power Board Act of 1947 . . ."
Section 73-9-1 of Chapter 4, title
73 Utah Code Annotated 1953 contains the Utah Water and Power
Board Act of 1947 and states that
the policy of the state is "to obtain from water in Utah the highest

Figure 2. Most of the water from the Deer Creek Reservoir, 17 miles upstream from Provo, Utah, go for urban and Indu.trlal use.. If
expensive reclamation project. such a. this one, which hal been a n economic blessing to Utah, are viewed on a purely dollar-and-cents
basis, larger shares of water should be turned to urban and indultrial u.e.
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duty for domestic u e and irrigation
of land in Utah within the term
of inter tate compacts or otherwise. '
The tatement "to obtain . . . the
highe t duty" is subject to varied
interpretation. Apparently this has
never been interpreted to mean the
highe t duty in the sen e that a
tariff or charge might be levied
on water users since domestic and
agricultural users are mentioned
pecifically and it has never been
state policy to maximize charges for
these uses. Perhaps "duty' is
meant to imply "utility" or "best
u e " but this is far from clear.
The 1947 Water and Power
Board Act also contains the statement: ' 1) That by construction of
projects ba ed upon ound engineering, the water within the various
counties of the state of Utah can be
saved from waste and increased in
efficiency of beneficial use by 25
percent to 100 percent.' This
statement suggests that efficiency in
u e i an important goal and that a
considerable disparity exists between present efficiency in use and
attainable efficiency.
Perhaps the most pointed statement by the legi latur concerning
goal for state water planning is the
following from the 1947 Act: '(3)
That water a the property of the
public hould be 0 managed by the
public that it can be put to the
highe t u e for public benefit. This
tatem nt by the legi lature suggests that Utah s water policy is to

follow a highe t u e goal implying that water allocation should be
o carried out as to maximize the
value of the water itself. In addition
the welfare of the entire public apparently is to be evaluated in apprai ing the desirability of development and allocation decisions. The
tat ment of the goal is clear enough
- how to make the goal practically
operational by finding ways to expre
public welfare' remains a
critical problem.
PUBLIC WELFARE

• Public welfare' i at best a
nebulou conc pt. Welfare is a state
of well-being and therefore is subjectiv and p ychological. It has intangible a well as tangible component with ae thetic as well a physical overtones. Moreover, the public
i composed of numerous individuals orne of whom gain and orne
of whom 10 e by any specific policy.
How do you aggregate these individual welfare positions to get an
indication of public welfare? Interpersonal differences in preferences and in income levels, and
the fact that the well-being of one
individual i often dependent on the
relative w ll-being of hi peer further frustrate attempts to define
public welfare. It is Idom pos ible
to imply add up the welfare level
of individual and accurately arrive
at a statement of public welfare. In
addition welfare is very difficult to
mea ur empirically. What unit of
measurement can you u e? Despite

the difficultie , it i possible to identify orne con iderations that are
do ely a ociated with welfare.
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

Economic efficiency in resource
u e i obviou ly a crucial con ideration in trying to maximize ocial
welfare. Every family group is concern d about it living standard
and living standard ri e when economic efficiency is achieved. In
fact economic efficiency is maximized when re ource ar u ed in
uch a way as to maximize the
production of good and ervices.
A related to water allocation ,
effici ncy i realized when water i
u ed in those areas and uses where
the greatest production of good and
ervices result. Efficient water development requires that a given
amount of water be supplied in the
lea t co tly fa hion. Efficiency
a ures that the most valuable
ource of water will be tapped first
and that water development will
occur only if benefits exceed costs.
One reason why economic efficiency i 0 important is because it is
perva ive. That is, all family units
are intere ted in efficiency since
through it their living standards are
increa ed. Another p culiarity that
hould be noted about efficiency is
that it tend to be more dominant
in the long-run than in the short.
Effici ncy con iderations might suggest that water should be used in

Figure 3. Agriculture has historically claimed the greatest share of Utah' . water. If our .tate il to advance in population and industrialilation, a larger share of this "agricultural" water will have to be d iverted to the more "economic" us.s of industry and citi.s.
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other uses and areas but more dramatic goals, which seem to be politically expedient, may prevent
water from being moved. Over the
long-run, however, economic forces
are inexorable in pushing toward an
economic equilibrium. The relentless pressure of efficiency considerations tends to evenklally overcome all conflicting factors. By
contrast, given political goals are
ascendant and strong only sporadically.
SOCIAL JUSTICE

Efficiency is not the only goal
in water planning, another might be
called "social justice". This often
seems to be the overriding concern
of the multiple use policies that have
been in vogue for natural resource
planners. Making use of resources
by a large population and over a
wide geographic area assures that
resource use might be very attractive from a political point of view.
A t the same time, however, maximizing might require that the resource be used for one purpose and
by only a few of the most efficient
users.
When a state plans for the future
use of its water resources it may
be able to affect a more equal income (wealth) distribution among
uses and users. Concern is currently
increasing at all levels of government about the need to provide disadvantaged people with more equal
income opportunities. Federal and
state governments are assuming
more responsibility for the welfare
of individual families, geographic
areas, and occupational groups
which are not sharing the fruits of
economic progress. This is the rationale for progressive taxation, social security, medicare, public education and many other welfare programs. Alleviation of poverty or
prevention of social stress that results from uprooting families from
their traditional homes might well
be a desirable goal of those creating
the state's water plan. This could
be a reasonable goal even if efficiency requirements were violated.
FOR
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Of course, planning that aims to
achieve a more equitable distribution of income will not always conflict with economic efficiency. It
may be consistent with the goal of
efficiency to subsidize families and
industries in the short-run until they
acquire productive efficiency to
compete effectively over the longrun. But more often the antithesis
is true. People are disadvantaged
economically because society does
not value highly their income producing resources, at least not in the
places where those resources are
being used. Low earnings mean
that society wants resources to move
to new uses or to new locations.
This is the essence of economic
efficiency.
TENURE PROTECTION

Finally, in water planning the
matter of tenure protection always
warrants consideration. Under the
appropriative laws of Utah and the
other western states, each state
grants "rights" to use water in perpetuity for certain purposes. If the
state wants the water to be productively employed over long periods,
these rights must be protected from
expropriation (condemnation) without due process and fair compensation.
This protection need not conflict
with concepts of economic efficiency. Tenure security helps assure
that water will be put to uses of
maximum productivity and will be
conserved so that it can also yield
maximum benefits in the future.
But guaranteed protection to inefficient users that happen to file
for applications first, in time can
impede efficiencies if transfers to
more valuable new uses and users
are prevented by the rights structure
of allocation. By seeing to it that
the state water plan encourages the
maintenance of a market in water
rights, the state can contribute to
tenure security. Thus, if the owner
of a right can be compensated by
selling the right in the market place
or alternatively if the courts are
asked to determine "just" compen-

sation if the right is condemned,
then right owners are protected
from wealth losses due to loss of
water right. But how about others
who are affected? Downstream
users can be adversely affected by
upstream polluters, for example.
How are these losses to be evaluated? Are these indirect losers to
be compensated or will negative indirect effects simply preclude transfer? Much depends upon the interpretation given to individual situations and to the specific state's
water law by the courts and the
state s administrative officers. Clearly, if a state water plan is considered a tool to be used primarily to
protect the interests (legal and economic) of all individual water users,
then tenure protection and economic
efficiency goals might easily be in
conflict.

WHO SETS GOALS

This discussion of goals should
not be considered definitive. We
have mentioned economic efficiency,
social justice, equitable income distribution, and tenure protection as
relevant planning goals. Others may
be important to other people, but
enough has been said to emphasize
the importance of goals in water
planning. The Legislature, the Water
and Power Board, the State Engineer, the courts, and finally the
people themselves all have important roles to play in deciding what
the goals should be. Only if goals
are made explicit and an attempt is
made to critically evaluate them,
establish weights and priorities, and
resolve goal conflicts can Utah expect to maximize the welfare of
her citizens through state water
planning.
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Livestock men at Utah State University together with County Extension Agents feel justified in urging
an increase in the number of farm
sheep flocks in this area. They all
are sure that farm flocks can increase the annual farm income.
We have evidence that with good
care, management, and nutrition,
sheep will continue as a profitable
enterprise. Farm flocks are usually
associated as a supplement to other
agricultural endeavors or as a replacement for small dairy or other
livestock on small farms.
Part-time farmers consider sheep
production as an important enterprise. Flock management can become a popular activity for older
people receiving Social Security or
other retirement checks and those
who want to ease away from heavy
work and obtain freedom from the
"tie-down" daily chores of the dairy.
As evidence of farm flock returns,
County Extension Agent, Ray Thatcher of Morgan County wrote this
letter:
"Last spring we suggested to Mr.
W. V. Shaw that he wean his early
lambs and put them on a fattening
ration rather than tum them out on
the range with the ewes. We also
asked Mr. Shaw for the privilege of

•

RUSSEll R. KEETCH i. an allociate professor
in the Exten.ion Service•.
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getting gros income figures from
the project. Here they are:
Started lambing February 15 and
finished March 10th.
Lambs marketed 150 per cent
( 11/2 lambs per ewe).
Two-thirds were fats and onethird were feeders.
Average weight of fats - 106.5
pounds; Feeders - 78 pounds.
Average wool per ewe 13
pounds.
Price of wool per pound net 51.8
cents.
Total returns per ewe $41.38.
This is equal to $206.90 per
range cow. (Five ewes are conidered equal to one cow.)
Producing early lambs from older
range ewes makes an ideal project
for a small farm where the owner
have off-the-farm jobs and only a
limited amount of time available for
farm operations. The returns can be
high for the time spent. A lot of the
harvesting of forages can be done
by the sheep. In -many instances, it
may be possible for the operator to
arrange his vacation time to take
care of the sheep during the lambing season.
Farm sheep provide 2 pay days
each year; one from sale of wool,
the other from sale of lambs. Good
UTAH

managers have sometime been able
to pay for original cost of breeding
stock in 1 year from the sale of wool
and lambs.
Sheep are not difficult to handle
nor do they require much in the way
of sheds and equipment. They do
respond to good management and
proper feeding just as other livestock. Farm sheep require little labor during the busy summer months.
Farm flocks make good productive use of small waste areas and
land not suited for cultivation. It is
best, however, to avoid wet pasture
area. The size of farm flocks is usually determined by the amount of
pasture land suited for grazing or
the type of enterprise.
Two distinct types of farm flock
enterprises are found throughout
Utah: (1) The enterprise that specializes in production of early mark t lambs and (2) those in which
the ewes are bred to lamb later; the
lambs being marketed about the
arne time as range lambs. These
lambs are fattened on grass. Sheep
are the only domestic animal species
that will fatten to a prime grade on
grass. However, higher profits are
obtained and more sheep can be
handled in an enterprise if the ewes
are bred for early lambing. When
the lambs are weaned under this
type of enterprise they should be left
on their regular creep rations until
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they reach a market weight of 95 to
100 pounds. Only breeding ewes are
turned on pasture, where they require very little att ntion until late
in the summer. They should not be
totally neglected, but should be frequently checked for parasites fly
trike and moved onto new pasture
areas, when necessary, for fresh
feed. Sheep are very good at cleaning up weedy areas and can utilize
forage from waste lands that are not
suited to cultivation. Fencing with
net wire is needed.
Early-lamb operators usually sell
all the lambs. They then buy their
ewe replacements. A good source of
replacements from range operators
i older range sheep. With farm
feed the e ewes can be productive
for another 3 years and will produce
more lambs than the younger ewes.
Usually they will not shear as much
wool and the wool quality wiJl probably not be as good.

0...

Figur. 2. farm 1It•• p provide two pay day. each year;
from aal. of wool and the
oth.r from _Ie of lamb.. Old ra .....w" can be . . - for b,..... stock. Th. eriglnal colt
can oft.n be repay.d in 1 year.

Sheep can be wintered on alfalfa
bay until just before lambing. From
then until weaning time they need
1h to 1 pound of grain daily.
Whole or chopped grain has the
same nutritional value, but if some
of the ewes are old and have unsound teeth, chopped feed is best.
High daily weight gains are an
important key to economic production. Producers have found that
they can get more gain per pound
of fe·ed when lamb are young.
It is not unusual to have lambs
gain .80 pound per day from birth
until weaning under good feed and
manag ment condition. Therefore,
they can be ready for market (100
pounds per lamb) in 112 days.

Lambs fini hed on pa ture under
the second enterpri e usually gain
about .30 pound per day and require about 270 day to reach market weight.
Both typ s of enterpri
are
needed in our state. Depending
upon feed and pa ture resource,
each flock owner will need to d cide
for him elf which type i be t suited
for his farm.
FOR

JUNE

1966

Figur. 3. Putting .arly lamb. on fattening ration. giv.. high r.turn. for the tim. ap.nt.
A typical farm flock in Morgan County returned $41.38 per

.w..

CONTRIBUTIONS

TO

RESEARCH

January 1, to April 1, 1966
Nutrition Foundation

$4,930 for the study of lipid a .. d nicotinic acid Int....
relationahips in human blood fradionl

Cudahy Packing Company

$2,500 for the study of the manufadure of pl ••a
ch.... from reconstitut.d milk

Am.rican Gilaanit. Company

$2,000 for the .tudy of plant .rowth.promotin. prop.rti.. of pulv.ril.d .ilsonit. and pulv.ri.ed asphahine

Ogden Grain Exchan ••

$1 ,200 for improvement of fall-tow. wheat throu.h
breeding
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
IN BOLIVIA

Penalty for private use to
avoid payment of postage $300

(continued from page 77)
and the imagination to apply them
to the Bolivian situation. Many
solutions are hypothetical until
proven practical in the real Bolivian
world. In some cases only one
chance for an ideal solution is given
because of the institutional labyrinth
that builds up with the implementation of a program. Utah ranchers
know how hard it is to change a
land policy once it has been established.
USU, the citizens of Utah, and
especially the team of specialists
directly involved in the Bolivian
USAID experience should receive
considerable satisfaction from being
able to make a contribution to the
economic development of Bolivia.
For, Utah grows as places around
the world like Bolivia grow and develop.

Utah State University
Agricultural Experiment Station
Logan, Utah
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
lulletin 451. EHoct of soil moistu ..., soil fortllity, and rate af ...ding on tho yiold, viability, and quality of ...d poas, by Loslio R. Hawthom and Loanard H. ,oIIard.
Departmont of Plant Scionco.

Sugar Osmosis
New Method for

Tho authan grew seed craps of Early Perfection peas from 1955 to 1961, inclusive.
They found that high sood yields wero definitely associated with either medium or high
moisture levols although high moisture levels delayed maturity.

Drying Fruits

lullotin 459. Making county population proj.ctions-a d.tailed .xplanation of tho
three-companent m.thod, iIIustrat.d by rof.... nc. to Utah counti.s, by Jam.s D.
Tarv.r and Th.r.1 R. Ilack.
This is a companion to Bulletin 457. Ag. and sox population projections of Utah
Counti.s. It gives a detailed account of how the figures in Bulletin 457 were obtained.
This is a technical and detailed description of population projection methods.
Circular 147. Commorcial f.rtiliz.r guide for Utah, by R.x F. Nielson and Paul D.
Christ.nson. D.partm.nt of Plant Sci.nco.
This circular has been revised and contains the latest recommendations for using
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium on Utah soils.
Utah R.sourc.. Sorio. 21. Milk marketing in tho Groat lasin area under fed.ral r.gulation, by Rondo A. Chri.t.nson. D.partm.nt of Agricuhural Economics.
Dr. Christensen giv.s a history of the conditions in the Utah dairy industry which
brought about the Federal Milk Marketing Order. He discusses the effects of the
Ordor sinc. it was established.
Utah Resourc.. S.ri.. 29. Wat.r for urban r.clamation: Th. Provo Riv.r project, by
L.onard J. Arrinaton and Thoma. G. AI.xand.r. Departmont of Economic..
Th. authon have writton a brief but comprehensive history of the Provo River
Project, one of the fint reclamation projects where most of the impounded wate,.
went to urban and industrial uses.
Utah Rosourcos S.ri.. 30. Maximizing incomo. from Circl. Yalloy farm., Plut. County,
Utah, by Lynn H. Davi.. Departm.nt of Agricuhural Economic..
This publication provides information to farm operators In the Circlevill• •Kingston.
Junction area about the optimum combinations of crops and livestock. Budget charts and
an .xplanation of linear programming or. included.
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Pro d u c i n g high-quality dehydrated fruit at a reasonable cost
may be possible with a new sugar
pr.ocess being studied by Agricultural Research Service scientists.
The process involves covering cut
fruit with dry sugar or sirup, which
removes 60 to 70 percent of their
moisture - or half their weight.
Then , they are drained and dried
further under vacuum or in air.
With absorption of moisture, the
dry sugar becomes sirup.
Research has not only produced
a new product but has shown that
ordinary sugar, or sucrose, prevents
most cut fruits from turning brown.
Films of sugar also reduce losses of
natural volatile flavors. These findings could stimulate widespread use
of sugar as a fruit-drying agent.
Be ides their potential as commercial dried fruits, these products
are attractive for eating out of hand
and for use in breakfast cereals.
This is because they have a lower
acidity and slightly slower rate of
absorption of liquid, as compared
with other dried foods.
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